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Executive Summary
Fresh AIR, the Artists in Residence in schools’ program, was part of a national initiative supported by
the Federal Government through the Australia Council for the Arts called the Artist-in-Residence (AIR)
Program. AIR extended from 2008-16, and was designed to support professional artists to undertake
residencies within schools and universities across the country. Each of the State and Territory arts agencies
were delivery partners of AIR, managing the implementation of the program within their jurisdictions.
Fresh AIR was the name given to the NSW program within the national AIR initiative managed by Create
NSW (formerly Arts NSW) in partnership with New South Wales Department of Education (formerly
Department of Education and Communities).
This report provides the results of research conducted of the Fresh AIR initiative during the period from
2014 to 2016. The purpose of the research strand was to investigate the artists-in-residency strand delivered
in six New South Wales (NSW) public schools across three projects. Two of the artists-in-residency
projects were supported by arts organisations. The investigation considered how the three projects trialed
three different sustained artists-in-residency models: project one – Three artists in three schools; project
two – Park Road Studio; project three – Room 13. The evaluation included a critical and detailed review of
the three residency models. This comprised onsite fieldwork observations of the implementation of the
artists-in-residency projects, focus groups, interviews, artefact analysis and pre- and post-surveys.
Overall, the research found that Fresh AIR 2014-2016 in New South Wales was highly regarded by
participants and stakeholders for the quality of the models, outcomes produced by students, teachers
and artists, and the embedded curriculum design supported by the Department of Education Creative
Arts Advisors and arts organisations. Analysis of these artists-in-residence models identified that their
effectiveness is based on the sustained artistic relationships and the reciprocity of arts practice in the
schools. The three Fresh AIR projects were found to be effective for supporting the development of the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

student creativity and imaginative development;
student engagement and wellbeing;
rigour and excellence in students’ arts learning processes and outcomes;
pedagogy and teaching in and beyond the arts curriculum;
arts culture within schools through the embedding of artists in curriculum, teaching and community;
and
• events, partnerships and arts projects that promote schools within the broader community
Participants reported learning new techniques and processes that enabled them to express ideas about self,
relationship and community. The findings show that participants in the Fresh AIR initiative’s three projects
confirm:
• residencies sustained over a three-year period allocate adequate time to plan, implement and develop
connections between students, artists and teachers; and
• artists who establish themselves within the school context deliver stronger outcomes for all
participants.
Key findings from the research shows the Fresh AIR sustained artist-in-residence initiative:
• improves the quality of arts education and arts curriculum provision with a creative focus;
• improves the wellbeing of students and their sense of achievement and community connection
through art making in an authentic environment facilitated by a professional artist;
• generates creative and impactful pedagogical relationships between artist and teacher that directly
enhance student engagement and learning outcomes by providing rigorous processes for arts
excellence to flourish;
• develops schools as creative ecologies where there is an active visible arts culture that enables the
development of imagination, agency and community engagement of participants;
• affords high quality, personalized and ongoing professional learning opportunities for teachers that
2
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directly impact the quality of their teaching practice and teacher development;
• provides artists access to school contexts with a space to share their arts practice and art works to
young people for their immediate advantage and into the future.
The findings clearly indicated that the New South Wales’ Fresh AIR initiative of sustained partnership over
three years had a significant impact on stakeholders and strengthened schools as vibrant creative centres
within their communities. When reflecting on the effectiveness of Fresh AIR models, the majority of
participants agreed on the positive impact of the annual research workshops where adult participants and
stakeholders had time to connect and review progress. Other positive impacts of the Fresh AIR initiative
were the allocation of designated funds and arts spaces to increase quality arts relationships and arts
learning outcomes.
The main recommendations made in this report are to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Disseminate the findings of the research about the effectiveness and impact of sustained Fresh
AIR models in school contexts to advance school-artist/arts organisation relationships through
embedding the artist’s work in the curriculum as well as the school community.
Incorporate education system and / or arts organization support in future sustained models of
artists-in-school residencies to broker partner relationships, which increase the quality and impact of
projects through consultative implementation and communication.
Continue and extend the application of sustained Fresh AIR models that emphasise teacher
professional learning in the arts to strengthen and sustain arts pedagogies and creative impacts
across the school curriculum.
Research sustained artists-in-residency models that shape schools as creative ecologies, responsive
to the challenges of contemporary education.
Investigate the continuation of Fresh AIR funding for artists’ gainful employment so the quality and
depth of arts learning and community impact can be replicated and sustained in these and other
schools, as models of best practice.

3
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1. Context
The National AIR Initiative
The Artist-in-Residence (AIR) initiative was established by the Australia Council in 2008, initially as a
four-year $5.2m initiative of the Federal Government, based on the principles of the National Statement on
Education and the Arts released in 2007 by the Ministerial Council for Education, Employment, Training
and Youth Affairs and the Cultural Ministers Council. The overarching aim of the AIR initiative was to
improve young people’s access to quality arts education by supporting professional artists to participate
as ‘artists in residence’ in schools and universities. The AIR initiative was delivered through co-funding
partnerships between the Australia Council and arts agencies in each State and Territory, who were the
delivery partners managing the AIR program implementation within their jurisdiction. Based on early
successes of the program, the Australia Council continued the AIR program from 2009 to 2016. The
program was terminated due to measures in the 2015-16 Federal Budget.
The New South Wales AIR Initiative
Fresh AIR was the name given to the 2014-2016 New South Wales partnership established with the signing
of a memorandum of understanding on 24 May 2013 by the Australia Council and the NSW Government
represented by Create NSW within the national AIR initiative managed by Create NSW (formerly Arts
NSW) in partnership with the New South Wales Department of Education (formerly Department of
Education and Communities). This three-year partnership included the Department of Education in
delivering the Fresh AIR program. The Australia Council provided $450,000 over three years to fund the
program in NSW schools, that is $150,000 per annum for 2012/13, 2013/14 and 2014/15 years. Each of the
residency projects received funding of $40,000 each year for three years. The research received $30,000
funding each year for three years.
The residency and research programs were selected on the basis of invited proposals assessed by the Fresh
AIR Working Group.
Create NSW contracted and administered the funding to the successful organisations. Under the terms
of the contract, programs were to be delivered as outlined in the proposal: meeting the goals, timeframes,
performance indicators; in accordance with the submitted budget; and with the provision of annual
achievement and financial reports and yearly forward plans. Strategic advice and guidance was provided
by the Fresh Air Working Group composed of representatives from the Australia Council, the NSW
Department of Education the professional arts sector and Create NSW.
Fresh AIR comprised a two-strand initiative:
• Strand 1 Residency: funded three residency programs in six schools over a three-year period.
• Strand 2 Research: commissioned a three-year research program to investigate the funded
residencies to evaluate the value and effectiveness of the residency programs; identify best practice
and estimate the value of AIR to school communities and student learning outcomes.
Two aims of the NSW Fresh AIR initiative were to:
• investigate best practice AIR models that could be implanted by other schools and arts organisations;
and
• foster a network of AIR schools to support the ongoing principles of AIR that would be ongoing with
the aim of becoming a sustainable part of schools’ programs.
Residency Strand One of the New South Wales’ Fresh AIR Initiative
Fresh AIR was a strategic initiative by the Australia Council and Create NSW that provided schools with
access to professional artists one day per week across three residency projects over a three-year period
from 2014 –2016. This residency strand 1 aimed to:
• increase opportunities for artists to work in schools to contribute to arts education;
4
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• support student participation in best practice models of engagement between artists, arts
organisations and public schools;
• support the ongoing development of residency programs for artists in public schools;
• encourage new collaborations and key partnerships within the professional arts sector and public
schools in NSW; and
• increase high quality professional learning opportunities and benefits for artists and teachers.
The first residency project included three government secondary schools in South Western Sydney NSW.
This residency was called Three Artists in Three Schools in which three different visual artists were located
annually in three secondary schools with a total of nine artists over the duration of the project. This project
was a self-managed by the teachers and the Creative Arts Advisor through a cross-school collaborative
partnership. The aim was to bring practicing artists into schools to enrich and extend the teaching of
contemporary arts practice. It aimed to create opportunities to raise the profile of the arts and allow
for dialogue with all members of the school community. The model aimed to improve student-learning
outcomes, inspire, change and strengthen teaching practices and create opportunities for professional
learning.
The second residency project involved a government K–12 community school in Inner East Sydney. This
residency was called the Park Road Studio in which were located four Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
artists to work in dance, music and visual arts with primary and secondary students and teachers. This
residency was managed by a local arts organisation, which also partnered with an Indigenous organisation.
The aim of this project was to provide students with opportunities to collaborate with and observe four
leading Aboriginal artists in their fields of contemporary Aboriginal arts practice in a professional studio
environment. The model aimed to improve each artist’s studio based practice, whilst delivering ongoing
workshops, activities and supervised field trips to selected students.
The third residency involved two schools: a government, Kindergarten–Year 6 school and a NSW
government secondary school for special purposes. Both of these schools are located in Southern Sydney.
The project titled Room 13 comprised of one key artist who worked at both schools for each of the three
years. This artist was joined by three other artists/arts groups at the primary school with one additional
artist at the secondary school for the duration of the project. This artist-in-residence project in the two
schools was managed by a local arts organisation. The aim was to establish a creative hub in each school’s
Room 13 to explore performance, visual and digital arts, fueled by young people’s curiosity, experiences and
leadership. The Room 13 model aimed to provide continuity of the development and agency of students’
arts practice.
Research Strand Two of the New South Wales’ Fresh AIR Initiative
The research strand, led by the authors of this report, Christine Hatton and Mary Mooney, investigated the
impact factors of the value and effectiveness of three arts residency projects on student learning outcomes
and school community building. In addition, it evaluated the impact of arts residency programs on the
professional practices of teacher and artists.

5
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2. Aims and Research Method
The aim of this research was to investigate the arts learning in schools when artists are in residence. The
following research questions guided the study:
• What impact do artists in residence programs in schools have on student learning outcomes?
• In what ways do artists in residence programs in schools develop teachers’ professional practice and
arts pedagogy in classrooms?
• In what ways do artists in residence programs in schools develop artist’s professional practice in
classrooms?
• What contribution and effect do artists in residence programs have on value adding to school
communities and the arts education of young people and their imaginative development?
• What are the critical factors that impact on the success and replication of the Fresh AIR model?
A mixed method research strategy was employed to investigate Fresh AIR impacts for schools and their
communities. This method supported the researchers to evaluate the level of impact of the three Fresh AIR
case studies of the Fresh AIR projects. Participants in the research comprised the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

artists-in -residence;
principal and school executive;
teachers;
students;
parents;
arts organisation officers; and
creative arts advisors (NSW Department of Education).

Qualitative and quantitative data was collected at regular intervals and key stages over a three-year cycle
in each artist-in-school residency and included participant surveys, individual interviews, focus group
discussions, site visits, and documentation of the projects and their artistic products. An outline of the data
collected is as follows:
• Surveys were administered anonymously to students, artists and teachers in six school sites (See
Appendices H-M). The pre-surveys focused on current and previous arts experiences in the context
of schools. The post-surveys focused on the evaluation of arts experiences during Fresh AIR.
• Individual interviews each of 30-minutes duration with artists, school executive, arts organisation
officers and NSW Department of Education Creative Arts Advisors were conducted once per cycle by
one of the research investigators or a research assistant (See Appendices E-G).
• Focus group discussions with students, parents and teachers were conducted once per cycle (See
Appendices B-D). Each focus group lasted approximately 30 minutes and was facilitated by either one
of the research investigators or a research assistant.
• Site visit data collection occurred twice per cycle and included observations, artefact collection (arts
curriculum artefacts, photographs of student work samples/art works/performances/exhibitions,
filming of the school and artists, community engagement events) and school residency information
that documented the project (school documentation of the residencies, student work samples,
teacher programming and assessment items, any relevant correspondence).
• Extant data was planned for collection from five secondary schools’ sites at three intervals with the
intent of aggregating information about Higher School Certificate (HSC) arts subject achievement
and teacher professional learning to consider the impact of artist-in- residence on both student
achievement and teacher professional practice. As data was available from two of the secondary
schools in year two of the project this data does not feature in this report.
• Research workshop data was collected annually when the teachers, school executive, artists, arts
organisations and Create NSW reviewed the three Fresh AIR models and the emerging research
themes.
The mixed methods approach of this study enabled both quantitative and qualitative analysis of the impact
on arts practice, learning processes and student learning outcomes. The online pre-surveys were analysed
6
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as baseline data then compared to the post-surveys administered at the conclusion of participation in the
project. The quantitative analytic procedures employed in this research determined the pre- and post-data
from artists, students and teachers for change and improvements in arts learning in schools when artists
are in residence. Descriptive statistics and the alpha reliability of each a priori factor were first examined
using SPSS version 24. This analysis used independent samples t-test procedure for comparing the means
of two samples (pre- and post-). Theoretically, the t-test can be used even if the sample sizes are very small.
NVivo data analysis Software (Nvivo, 2014) was used to code the qualitative data and generate ten research
themes which structure the case studies reported in Chapter 3, Findings.
The research design and procedures were approved by the University of Newcastle and Western Sydney
University Ethics Committees, National Ethics Application Form Human Research Ethics Commitee
approval number: anH10793. All participants in this study were provided with an Information Sheet that
described the research aims, requirements and the nature of their participation (See Appendix A). School
principals, school executive, arts teachers, artists, arts agencies, creative arts advisors voluntarily provided
consent as adults, working in a school environment. Parental/guardian consent was sought for young
people less than 18 years of age. The research procedure received State Education Research Application
Process (SERAP) approval by the NSW Department of Education with the SERAP approval number:
2014119. Within this report all names of schools and individuals have been de-identified so as to preserve
privacy and confidentiality.
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3. Findings: Review of the Fresh AIR Models
Introduction
This chapter’s key case study findings from each of the three NSW Fresh AIR 2014–2016 projects are
presented in relation to the following ten analytic themes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

enhancing creativity and imaginative development;
impact on student learning;
impact on teacher professional learning;
impact on artist professional learning;
impact on school community;
impact on curriculum, teaching and arts education;
building relationships and the reciprocity of arts practice;
challenges;
funding and resources; and
sustainability of Fresh AIR

The three case studies reported on are:
• case study one, project one: Three artists in three schools;
• case study two, project two: Park Road Studio; and
• case study three, project three: Room 13.
Case 1: Project 1
Project 1, three artists in three schools, comprised a cluster of three secondary schools in South Western
Sydney. Three visual artists were employed each year for the three years of the Fresh AIR project. This
school-designed curriculum-based residency model was proposed by a team of experienced specialist
secondary visual arts teachers from each of the three schools who collaborated with the Creative Arts
Advisor from the NSW Department of Education and Communities to design and implement their
residency project. Table 1 outlines the participation and funding features of this Fresh AIR model.
Table 1. Project 1 Model – Participation and Funding Features
Year

Artists

Teachers

Students

Funding

1

3

12

200

$40 000

2

3

12

234

$40 000

3

3

12

112

$40 000

3

9

12

546

$120 000

Note: Numbers are approximate and reflect those students and teachers who participated in the research study only. Other students
may have been involved with the artists-in-residence and they are not reflected in this table.

Figure 1. Art making and exhibiting in three Project 1 secondary schools.
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Table 2. Project 1 Model — Arts Curriculum Features
Feature

Selection of artists*

Selection of students

Description

Artists were selected by the visual arts teachers at the three
schools.
Some of the artists-in-residence were from the same region/
cultural backgrounds as the students.
Year 1 School 1: Year 9; School 2: Year 10; School 3: Year 9
Year 2 School 1: Year 9 & Year 10; School 2: Year 8, 10 & 11; School
3: Year 10
Year 3 School 1: Year 11; School 2: Year 11; School 3: Year 11

Selection of teachers

Timetabling

Range of Artists Practices

Teachers of the nominated classes participated in Fresh AIR
Three artists were timetabled in a sequential, rotational timetable
of eight weeks at each secondary school each year.
Students timetable included some full day arts incursions and
excursions.
A range of arts practices, media and techniques were taught
through the following art forms:
Year 1: Sculpture, Painting, Ceramics
Year 2: Ceramics, Portraits, Lino Printing and Drawing
Year 3 Textiles, Sculpture, Portraits
Overall project Co-ordinator from School 1, the lead school

Integration of artists in the school
context

Teachers acted as co-ordinators for each of the rotation in their
own school context
Support provided by Creative Arts Advisor for Years 1 and 2.
Year 1: Painting, ceramics, skateboards and mask making

Student arts products
Events, exhibitions and external
activities
Awards and achievements
Artists products gifted to the school

Year 2: Ceramics, portrait painting, printing and drawing
Year 3: Textile arts, 3-D sculpture and portraits
National Art School launch; World’s Biggest Classroom and
Gifted and Talented camp at the National Art School in each of
the three years.
Operation Art and Art Express in Years 1 and 2. Art Express in
Year 3
Year 1: one artwork per school
Year 2: one artwork per school
Year 3: one artwork per school

Note: *Artists were also selected on the basis of their previous work in similar schools, as well as their arts practice, which had the
potential to extend and deepen arts learning across the schools. In some cases, artists brought skills and practice that differed from
the teachers’ approach, with the intention that their Fresh AIR process would not only stretch student art making but also teacher
professional learning.
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Theme 1: Enhancing creativity and imaginative development
Over the three-year duration of the project, the nine artists facilitated a range of approaches and artistic
sensibilities that enabled students to develop their own imaginative capabilities and fostered in them new
ways of seeing, being and connecting within their own school and local context, as well as across the three
schools within the project. The majority of the artists encouraged students to look anew at their own school
and area, noticing the aesthetic qualities, features, histories and cultures that surrounded them every day.
They assisted students and teachers to re-evaluate the local, seeing it through the eyes of the artist. Some
of the artists drew direct artistic inspiration from the school contexts, for example Artist 1.1.3 considered
the “physical landscape of the school … the long corridors, the gates, the openings … as metaphors about
journeys and how the kids are journeying in their life … opening the gate to another world once they finish
there … but also how it was jail-like.” The majority of the artists in this project encouraged students to
draw imaginative inspiration from their everyday lives and the immediate contexts. This led to artistic
collaborations enabling students to connect themselves to larger more complex personal and social issues
and challenges. Year two artist, 1.2.2, saw the artistic process and imaginative classroom work in these
three culturally diverse schools as triggers for perceptual, personal and cultural development, where
he “looked at things like nationalism and xenophobia and the perception of Muslims in a contemporary
Australian landscape.” His approach was directed at helping students to be “comfortable with that
difference.” Generally, the artists in this project were committed to targeting the students’ development as
independent artists within their own social and cultural contexts.
Some students said that starting with creating art from things “that you’d normally see” was key to
accessing their own imaginative capacities. Working alongside the artists in their own school context
allowed students to artistically engage with the artist’s process and style, so they worked within and
bounced off the artist’s practice to develop their own. Students liked having concrete examples for
inspiration, where students witnessed the artists’ practices in a direct personal way. Similarly, as a direct
result of this project, the teachers own arts practice was re-energised and their personal art making
increased, as they re-engaged with their own creativity and imaginative development. One teacher stated in
year three that they had been motivated by the work of one artist in year two, to return to their own painting
practice and do an additional course at the National Art School.
Teachers observed that the artist’s teaching in the visual arts classroom released students from some of
their focus on assessment, which enabled students’ readiness to be creative, less afraid to express their
own style and more ready to take risks. One teacher referred to the Fresh AIR creative space as “a nurturing
environment where everything’s good.” Another teacher explained, “Being creative is taking a risk and
putting out there what’s in your heart and soul.” She realised that this is particularly difficult in a classroom
where everything is judged and marked. Another teacher agreed that praise and encouragement helped
students to be more confident to take risks, especially when that praise came from the artist. Artist 1.3.1
also emphasized that discovering new things required experimentation and taking risks. Some students
confirmed that creating art was about not being “afraid to show your ideas … [or] give a false idea.” These
students thought that being involved in the Fresh AIR program had inspired them to be more imaginative in
other subjects such as English, as well as continually thinking about new ideas for their artwork even after
it was handed in for assessment. Another student considered the significance of art as being in its meaning,
not its appearance. In this sense, students’ creative risk taking linked directly to their emerging artistic
sensibilities and identities as independent artists.
Some of the artists were confronted with the school environment as an oppositional space to art making for
students, teachers and artists. Negotiation took place over time to reframe schools as creative spaces where
art making was visible and possible, and where excellence was valued. Working with logistics, routines,
lack of resources and timetables impacted the way artists worked in the schools. All nine artists in this
project were deeply committed to ensuring that authentic creative processes be experienced by students
despite the school’s physical environment and the demands of the school timetable. For the artists, depth
of student experience relied on a reframing of the school and classroom as creative spaces where artistic
excellence could develop. Managing time effectively was critical to ensure depth of student engagement
in the creative processes and allow enough time for all students to receive help from the artist. The artists
were also expected to work on their own art during their residencies in view of the students (in addition to
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their classroom teaching) and on specific art works to be gifted to the school. Constraints in realising these
expectations were limitations of school space, time and timetable on the one-day per week the artist was
employed. Where possible the artists’ studio presence, free of distraction and open to observers, had flow
on or “trickle down” benefits for students and teachers, as well as other members of the school community,
as they could observe the artist’s practice close hand and engage with them about their work.
School executives, Creative Arts Advisors, parents, teachers, students and artists overwhelmingly felt a key
benefit of the sustained residency program was the way it enhanced students’ capacities to work like artists,
sparking new ideas, heightened skills, knowledge and artistic capabilities. It was critical to this project
that participating students worked through authentic artistic processes, creating works for particular
purposes, contexts and events. Artists mentored and led students to realise the art works and in doing so,
worked as artists do, in “creating something that doesn’t exist yet … from nothing” (artist). Part of this was
demonstrating how art was a regular “everyday thing.”
This in turn enhanced students’ development as unique individuals and artists in their own right. One
principal thought that imagination is about seeing things differently, and doing things differently rather
than conforming and this was critical for student development. The artists provided students with
challenges and opportunities for problem solving that helped them as individuals, helping students to
think, “less concretely about interpreting what they see” [Artist 1.3.2].
Students appreciated the exposure to “different ideas and different people’s interpretations” and hearing
the “back stories” behind the artists’ works as they reported this influenced their own work. In focus
group discussions (See Appendix B) they reflected that learning new techniques helped them to realise
capabilities they did not know they had, which then allowed them to develop their own way of doing things
by building on that technique rather than just copying it. In creating their own unique way of doing it, their
artwork became meaningful with their, “mind just go[ing] into a million different directions.” This opened
the students to “completely different perspective[s] to what other people have noticed”. They reflected
that this came through the integration of the learning the techniques and having time to work on them
independently. They also explained that artists helped them to look at ordinary things in different ways
and to “think outside of the box.” Students learned to personalise their artworks as well as integrate what
they had learnt from the different artists. Year two Artist (1.2.3) believed that by students being exposed to
“so many different types of work” it increased the overall possibility of success, and doing one thing well
became “a stepping-stone to the next thing.” Teachers’ focus group discussions revealed their notions
that creativity was fostered by “exposing the kids to a variety of artists, practices, history”, and that the
project established a space or environment that was “beautiful” where students could practice their art.
This inviting learning space seemed to nurture creative risk taking so that students worked like artists
responsive to their surroundings and creative tasks.
The sustained presence of the artists in this three-year residency project significantly impacted the artistic
rigour of arts learning processes and artistic products created by students. Each artist spent dedicated
time focusing on skills and techniques with students, laying the groundwork in terms of the arts practice
to follow. Artists were a living example of artistic excellence, and their work in the schools provided the
depth of aesthetic, conceptual and technical processes to guide student art making. The artist helped
students analyse and understand how they and other artists work, often providing additional real art
world connections for students to follow up, so that students could then critically reflect upon their own
creative processes and products. Artist 1.3.1 stressed the importance of teaching students to respond to art
rather than appropriate it. In her approach, she encouraged the students to “work quickly and intuitively”,
working like an artist. She recommended students should be given more freedom to explore ideas and
techniques artistically, and be freed from the need to “justify everything” intellectually.
The artists shaped students’ awareness of arts processes and the labour involved from inspiration
to experimentation and technical application, through to the finished artwork. Year three Artist 1.3.1
emphasized that a critical part of student learning was to understand that creating art is a process, where
perfection does not spontaneously appear on a blank canvas. Part of the artist’s work, according to Artist
1.3.1, was engaging in research in books and to consult individuals, such as inviting an Aboriginal Elder to
speak with them, or working in collaboration with a community. Students reported that through the Fresh
AIR project they had learned not to be afraid to “be yourself or show flaws or anything like that because
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before you were more concerned about looking better and hiding these sorts of things.” As the artists would
look at their own and students’ work and show it to the rest of the class, the students learned not to be
precious about this exposure of their artwork as their peers also experienced this, thus building students’
confidence in learning not to fixate on their mistakes (or perfection). Students also learnt that through
showing their work to different people, they received a range of perspectives and this was critical to the
depth of their arts learning process (Artist 1.3.1).
Access to a range of artists over the period of three years supported the development of students’ creativity
and imagination. The project created and strengthened a visible arts culture and the quality provision of
arts education programs within and across the three secondary schools. This in turn both legitimised arts
education in these schools and it enhanced the career aspirations of students. Participating students in this
project saw the artists as successful professionals who learned their craft at university and the National Art
School and could make a living from being an artist. Having student work exhibited alongside the artists’
work in the school and at outside exhibitions validated their work alongside a professional artist. It also
boosted parents’ ideas and appreciation of art (Principal). Another principal considered that the purpose
of having the artist was to open up the “whole creativity investigation or process” so that “it’s not so limited
by syllabus constraints.” The artists regularly discussed career aspirations with students, “I draw pictures
for a living. You can do it too” (Artist 1.1.1). Teachers reported that the raised profile of visual art that was
generated from the project allowed for some pre-existing parent stereotypes about art to be revised. One
teacher stressed the value of the involvement of contemporary artists who are working in Sydney who
have their own exhibitions, appear on websites, as well as in textbooks. Year three Artist 1.3.1 explained the
importance of being a living symbol of aspiration for students from this area of Sydney:
I’m here… and I have an arts practice… and I think that in itself is an amazing example because to the
students – I’m real. I exist in real time. I don’t exist in a catalogue or a poster. So, I think that in itself
is fantastic and not all students have that opportunity, but that’s the great thing about this program.
You’ve got living, breathing artists who are very diverse in their practice but also in their identity and
for students then they can see, oh maybe I can be an artist, because I didn’t think I could be an artist
when I was growing up. … breaking down those stereotypes of what an artist is and who an artist is, is
great.
Teachers also reported it was helpful to be able to explain to students that, “you don’t have to have a lot of
money to create art. … You don’t have to come from a rich family.”
Theme 2: Impact on student learning
Project one established a context where one of the greatest impacts on students’ arts learning was the effect
of artists being real to students, teachers and the school community. School executive referred to the way
Fresh AIR provided students with authentic connections to the real-work context of visual artists and their
artwork became visible to the whole school community. Other impacts on students’ arts learning include
building relationships with professional artists, exhibiting artwork, improved self-efficacy and working
productively with peers.
Findings from this case study shows that building a productive relationship between artists and students
increases the positive impact on arts learning. Year three Artist 1.3.3 observed that students called her by
her first name and treated her like an equal, like colleagues painting together in the same room. A teacher
commented on her observations of this collegial dynamic, where the students:
[students] wanted to engage with the artist. They wanted that one on one… So, it was really
important for the students to have that connection with the artist. …. and the artists were fabulous
with their constructive feedback for the kids and I think when the artists would go and compliment
the kids works they’d go, “wow miss, you don’t know what he said!” and so it was beautiful.
Artist 1.3.3 provides the artist’s perspective:
… if I say something about their work, it means so much more than a teacher saying it. Yeah, that’s
probably the best thing. It feels like I’m giving out gold [laughs]. It’s actually the best feeling because
if I say, you have a real potential in doing this, or you have a strong line or you have a good sense of
tone, you have a good sense of proportion … I do feel connected, definitely, more connected to the
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kids. I understand what they went through. I came from immigrant family and that sort of thing. I
feel what they feel. I feel a lot of empathy, that’s for sure.
Students reported in focus group discussions that they learned new work ethics from the artists such as:
Everything can be fixed with the right amount of paint.
Even if it’s a new thing if you follow the instruction you will do it in a good way. Don’t give up even if
you want to give up.
Keep trying. Even if you don’t like it, keep trying. The harder you try, the more you get out of it.
Be brave.
Be open to ideas. Stand up for yourself. Be confident.
Don’t be afraid.
The project had a sustained impact on student self and artistic confidence, their sense of agency
and their arts capacity. One student commented that the project helped them to “learn what you’re
capable of.”
By the second year of the residency the accumulative impacts of the artists were evident as students
discerned that the “art-making practices are just better. They’re more relevant to what we wanted to do.”
Students noted that in the second year the art making was more “interesting” and “skillful” and importantly
it was more meaningful when it “connects to them and like their background and stuff like that.” Some
parents also noted the increased enthusiasm their children showed about their art projects in the Fresh AIR
classes and were aware that this project provided a special context for more interesting work to emerge.
Year three Artist 1.3.2 noticed that students’ engagement increased as the project progressed, “because they
know what they’re doing and they’re engaged in it.” She found “that very thrilling, and the fact that some
of them will come back in recess and work encourages me.” This artist spoke about the flow on effect of
students’ artistic successes to her views and experience of the residency:
It’s their idea and that thrills me. I mean they’ll always succeed. I don’t see any of them failing at the
task, which is wonderful. I don’t want anyone to feel they’ve missed out in any way.
The artist/student relationship is critical to sustaining an artist-in-residence project as it provides contexts
for learning and development for all members of the core Fresh AIR relationship (students, teachers and
artists).
When students’ artwork is displayed, especially exhibited outside of the school, students acknowledge
that this makes them feel proud. Teachers also emphasised the importance of students’ receiving praise
from others. Evidence in the data from this project that the various student exhibitions of their work with
the artists were productive in that they showcased their learning and raised their levels of confidence
in exhibiting their work. Even when students were unhappy with their own art works they realised the
value in exhibiting their efforts and most gained pride from displaying their achievements. One student
commented, “I’m going to say for mine, it’s not the best of the bunch but I’m proud of it. It’s because I spent
so much time on it and I spent most of my days trying to perfect it and trying to make it for me.”
The intensity of students working with skilled artists in over a sustained period influenced students’
self-efficacy in relation to their artwork and their own arts practice. Some students were surprised or
intimidated by the artists, but over time and direct engagement with them, students learned to work
productively with them. Students reported that the artists, “don’t talk down to you, they talk to you”.
Students in focus group discussions made a link with how they felt about the artist and how they felt about
art, feeling that they could relate to the artist made many students enjoy the experience even more.
He was funny and so nice. He was really cool to talk to. It just made it more enjoyable. It was a really
good experience.
It’s like they were teenagers. Yeah. They could relate to us.
Yeah. They were just … they were chilled. They [treated us] like people, not like subordinates. They
created a link between us… then it gives us confidence.
One teacher added that the artists’ developing relationships with the students had made them “feel
valued,” “special” and “honoured,” and that “they feel like the chosen ones”. The effect of this was
“fantastic for their wellbeing” and their self-esteem, which made them “willing to be more imaginative
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… and be more adventurous.” A school executive noticed a group of students working with the artistin-residence were having “a wonderful time”. He thought they were “doing different things than they
would normally do and they’re very excited.” He commented, “I just see kids who are sometimes quite
mischievous, very engaged and taking part and very joyful.” Students’ comments in focus groups concurred
that the Fresh AIR project brought a revived energy to the school day:
… even a whole day could be dragging along boring and then you come to visual arts and it’s all chaos.
Even in chaos it’s fun, it’s entertaining; it wakes up your brain. It’s the caffeine.
Project one also had a significant impact on engaging students through targeting their interests and
enjoyment of art making. Teachers gave additional support and encouragement to students who struggled
in other areas of study, supporting their involvement with the residency and capacity to complete art
works. Some previously at risk or non-participative students showed new enthusiasm for learning and new
commitment, coming in at lunchtime to work with the artists or complete their own works. Students were
buoyed by the praise of the artists in relation to their artwork and this positively impacted their motivation
to learn.
One school executive stated that there were less student behaviour referrals from the Fresh AIR classes
“because the kids are so engaged and there were fewer drop outs from that subject due to the residency
project … to have them do anything and to complete the work and then get positive feedback at the end of
the day, that’s a massive feat for our kids.” He felt the students got to relate heavily to something and then
create what they wanted to and it had meaning behind it. There’s this whole excitement of “wow we’ve
seen what the artist can do, but look what we’re doing! We can do it!” There is that expectation within
themselves, that aiming for higher, aiming for better.
The Fresh AIR experience helped develop and sustain productive relationships with their peers. Students
explained that doing art together, including with the teacher, builds trust and a new connection with
each other. They felt this helped them to improve their learning, especially as this friendship provides the
opportunity to learn from critiquing each other’s work. Teachers remarked they observed “a lot of peer
assistance and peer work” in the Fresh AIR classroom. A teacher added,
some of the more cleverer of the students who do catch on to what they’re doing and can see
someone else that needs help, if they take the initiative to help them they’re solidifying their own
skills. They’re demonstrating to me that they’ve taken that next step. Not just understanding what
they’re doing but applying it to something else.
The project had a significant impact on student aspirations and ideas about their futures and this was
evident from a range of participants involved in the project. Principals in particular observed the way the
Fresh AIR enabled and empowered students, which then had flow on effects for their futures. One student
confirmed that, “I actually learnt more about myself and my capabilities of what I could do that I didn’t
actually know.” In the student focus groups over time it was a noticeable shift as the students began to
refer to themselves as artists, developing their own styles and views. In the final year of the project some
students even considered potentially coming back to the school as artists in any future Fresh AIR projects.
In this Fresh AIR secondary school project the three years of sustained engagement with visual artists
had a significant impact on students’ learning by highlighting the following six qualities of arts learning
excellence:
• Perspective. Participants attested to the impact of the artists in drawing out the student perspectives
in the arts processes. Students were encouraged to take inspiration from their lives and interpret
their own ideas in their art works. The artists’ engagement with student art making validated the
students’ perspectives and helped them achieve them in their art works.
• Possibility. The artists offered students new possibilities and ways to be open to the creative process.
For example, Artist 1.1.1 focused on students’ cultural identity, incorporating design elements from
students’ own cultural background such as flags or traditional scripts. He considered all their projects
self-portraits as he encouraged students to articulate through their art work “What is it you want to
say as a young person today?” He would encourage students not to stop with their first idea, but see it
as a starting point for even better ideas. He also tried to get them to develop the discipline of keeping
a diary for their ideas. He also attempted to inspire the students beyond the product to its “space
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and installation and how to present works, [and] write artist statements.” Like the other artists, he
intentionally sought to encourage student’s emerging expression self-identity as artists, whatever
that may be.
• Patience. Students referred to how they had to learn be patient and to manage their time and know
when to leave things, rather than keeping going back to fix them. Student participants felt that the
Fresh AIR project allowed them to focus on the “learning rather than the finished product.” In fact,
one student asserted that, “The techniques are probably the best thing out of the entire project,
rather than the end product.” For some this was a challenging realisation. A student explained that
they should not compare their work to that of the artists:
…but just learn from them and how they do it. Use it as a goal to reach to but not to bring yourself
down upon. … like with art, it’s not just something you wake up with. You work upon it. It’s like a
muscle. You have to keep working (Student focus group, year three).
They felt mastering the process was important and learning to overcome their self-consciousness was
critical to making the most of the learning experience.
• Perseverance. Learning to persevere and persist in arts learning was a key aspect of this Fresh AIR
project for students. Students learned that even professional artists experiment and see where the
work takes them. Artist 1.2.2 showed them that the beginning work may not be the best art, but “as
you go on it’s going to be good.” Some students referred to the challenge of receiving and engaging
with the artist’s feedback on their work and how disappointed they were with their portraits because
the artist “made it look so easy!”. They recognised they had developed the skills to go back and do
another one, so they could persist in their own art making.
• Process. Students learned from the artists the importance of planning the stages of art design and
making and were reassured when the artists encouraged them not to stress or panic if they did make
a mistake. One teacher noticed that after the first term, students were less hesitant to start and also
more ready to change, re-work, tear out, or start again.
• Power. A significant outcome of this Fresh AIR project was the way the sustained AIR relationships
empowered students and helped students understand themselves in relation to art making and
broader culture. One teacher commented how learning to ask the artist for advice helped students
feel comfortable as they learned how to seek out different opinions on their work. Students
developed their confidence in speaking to others to get different viewpoints and in many instances, to
learn from each other.
Theme 3: Impact on teacher professional learning
A significant impact on teachers pedagogies, practice and enthusiasm for teaching was the result of working
closely alongside a range of professional artists by participating in artists’ workshops and observing their
facilitation in the classroom and the artists’ own artmaking. This impact on teachers was manifested
in improved teaching practice, establishing a community of practice, and building leadership capacity.
Teachers reported that they appreciated the generosity of the artists and the relationships developed
with them. Outcomes of Fresh AIR teacher professional learning were new artmaking skills and increased
confidence and arts capacity during the three-year project period. All of the participating teachers indicated
a renewed sense of enthusiasm for their arts teaching and practice, which they felt would have a lasting
impact on them well beyond the time frame of the project. This project model also promoted greater
teacher collegiality within the arts faculties of each school and across the three secondary schools.
Key to this project model was the inclusion of regular artists’ workshops for teachers scheduled afterschool
or on the weekend. This intensive, consistent input from the artists provided deep professional learning
experiences for the teachers, where new techniques, media and concepts were put into action. Like the
students, the participating teachers rediscovered their own enjoyment in making art and made personal
connections to their own art works. In year one Artist 1.1.3 ran workshops after school for two of the three
schools and noticed that it was “fantastic to see them so inspired about it.” In Years 2 and 3 teachers from
all three schools participated in workshops with the artists. The teachers felt that having a “living artist
in the room” “inject[ed] … enthusiasm and motivation.” Time to make their own art with the artists was
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restorative for the participating teachers across the three schools. One teacher noted that time to connect
boosted, “professional dialogue and sharing techniques and the processes. It was really, really, really …
fantastic.”
School executive identified significant benefits of this professional learning for the participating teachers
especially in regards improved teaching practice. One school executive reflected that the project had
been, “enriching and reviving both my teachers’ skills but also their passion” with new shifts in teaching
approaches, programming decisions and pedagogy. Whilst these teachers generally did not record that
they learnt much about how to teach art from the artists, they did learn a whole new array of techniques
regarding artmaking. The residency impacted teacher renewal, with one teacher seeking further
professional learning opportunities as a result of the work with one artist and another teacher undertook a
six-week course at the National Art School, at her own cost, on the weekend, to further her practice.
The three schools’ model enabled a community of practice to develop as teachers made art together,
collegially “share[d] the load” to prepare the yearly program by drawing on the strengths and expertise of
each teacher. The project extended their conversations about skills,programming and useful articles via
artists-in-residence on Facebook. Learning from the cycle of rotation was key to making changes to plans
for the residency. These intra- and cross-school communication and networking were key to the project’s
overall success and impact over the duration of the project.
Executive, teachers and the Creative Arts Advisor noted the benefits of a shared project for team building
within each school and across schools. This model also developed teacher leadership capacity including
collaboration, co-operation and negotiation skills especially regarding the sharing of resources and
curriculum ideas that “re-invigorated their professional dialogue.” The Creative Arts Advisor believed
that the collegiality of the teachers in the secondary schools had developed beyond the Fresh AIR program
to include “marking or cross-marking or inviting the staff from the other schools to their combined
exhibitions.” She felt it had created a “really collaborative space.” This enhanced collegiality helped sustain
the Fresh AIR project against movement in staffing and the challenges of the school year. One school
executive noted that the project developed the teachers’ leadership skills. She explained,
They’ve learned how to be accountable. They’ve learned how to write reports and respond. They’ve
learned how to … be interviewed and justify decisions that are made. I think that’s a second element
of teacher professional learning that is a by- product. It wasn’t an intended outcome.
The Fresh AIR project provided new opportunities for teachers to develop their capacities over time as arts
educators, arts leaders, and artists in their own right.
Theme 4: Impact on artist professional learning
All nine artists reported their own development throughout these extended residencies. For some of the
artists, access to, and working with, creative young people pushed their ideas and practice in unexpected
ways, into areas they had not previously ventured. For other artists working alongside the teachers taught
them about pedagogy and classroom management as they collaborated to facilitate the projects in each
school.
For some artists in this project slotting their practice into the language and frames of the visual arts
syllabuses used in schools was a challenge. Artist 1.3.1 was concerned about the heavy use of appropriation
in students’ art works at the schools, and questioned its appropriateness particularly from a cultural
perspective. She wondered how that approach could limit students and the discovery of their own
processes and originality. It was observed that teachers discussed curriculum concepts in light of the
artists’ practice, and in some instances defined their artwork in ways the artists did not. Artist 1.3.1 said,
“I’d never thought of myself in any of the frames, let alone a post-modern artist.” This artist felt such a
categorisation was limiting and difficult to accept on a regular basis.
Despite the challenge of fitting into the school system, Artist 1.3.1 reflected that the experience developed
her ability to be adaptable and felt, “it’s important for me to experience a different way of practicing
a different context.” As she likes change, she appreciated the opportunity the project gave to work in
different schools for short periods. As Artist 1.3.1 focuses on community and place, she researched the
context of one of the schools, which led other residencies and community projects. Artist 1.2.2 noted
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that the project benefited the artist because it provided a small but steady, diversified income. Artist 1.2.1
indicated that one of the teachers was invited to workshop in her studio. Artist 1.3.3 said that it is good
for an artist at the establishing stage to be exposed to this kind of thing. You feel a part of the
community. Particularly, I come from this community, so it does feel like giving back but not from a
teacher’s point of view.
Theme 5: Impact on school community
Although they were situated in the same Sydney region, the three secondary schools were different with
unique educational contexts, “three schools that wouldn’t have worked together before and very different
schools with different approaches within the faculties” (Principal). This collaborative project enhanced the
connections and relationships between the schools and their communities. Principals also noted how the
project had required everyone—within and between schools—to cooperate from the beginning when the
application to Create NSW was prepared and submitted. This project was the catalyst in helping to deepen
and expand learning for teachers and students by providing a curriculum context for the sharing of ideas
and approaches. This shared project also helped bond the teams of teachers, so they were able to “see each
other in another element besides teaching” and give each other advice on their artwork and approaches to
teaching.
Having a shared vision was key from the start and took time and effort over the three years to manage and
maintain. The role of the Creative Arts Advisor in supporting this cooperation was acknowledged by a
teacher:
She gelled the three schools together. She gelled the artists and she gelled everything together from
exhibition to artist to the paperwork we had to do. Her knowledge and her expertise in the arts and
education kind of brought it all together if that makes sense so she’s crucial in this program.
When the Creative Arts Advisor position became vacant and was not replaced for the final year of
the project, another teacher reported how difficult it was to lose that systemic support in 2016. The
contribution of the Creative Arts Adviser was critical to the project design and implementation success by
brokering relationships, mentoring teachers, artists and principals and helped steer collaborative and arts
curriculum processes. In addition, the Creative Arts Advisor’s extensive knowledge of arts partnerships,
the arts world and curriculum facilitated teachers take charge of the residency and maximise its impacts in
their own school contexts and regionally. This directly impacted the depth and quality of the project overall
on participants, particularly the professional learning of the teachers. The critical importance of continued
system support cannot be underestimated.
Another significant impact on the school community was the building of participants’ cultural capital.
Principals noted the way the project brought the professional arts industry into the school, where the
school community could see immediate connections between the wider art world to the world of the school
and its students. Students, families and teachers across the school could see the artists’ work and link it to
the artists’ professional activities, making the professional art world more real, as they then saw the artists’
presence develop in each school. Some teachers implied that this built students’ cultural capital. The
project activities in partnership with the National Arts School gave credibility and broadened the project’s
links to an “extended community.” This wider connection was highly valued by participants.
The artists’ presence also impacted the school community beyond the visual arts faculties, for example,
the visual arts teachers reflected there was value in the school community observing Artist 1.3.1 “doing her
rubbings” around the school playground. The artists’ space and skills were open to others in the school
where teachers and students who were not involved in visual art also were given the opportunity to learn
through workshops after school. Enabling students and non-arts teachers to “drop in and drop out” while
the artist is working created a “shared school community.”
Teachers noted another feature of school community building was the designation of studio space for
the artist, because it invited a sharing of art, skills and knowledge. In year three the work of Artist 1.3.1
intentionally connected with the context of each school: “getting to know who’s in your neighbourhood.
Who lives here? What are the stories connecting to that on a real level?” She noticed that migrant students
and Indigenous communities did not have connections with each other and she also wanted to “give
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these students an opportunity to link art with current social issues.” She brought in an Aboriginal Elder
to help make those connections. Also, when the artist’s project required resources that other people
could contribute, such as cardboard, this promoted community involvement as not only did they provide
resources, but they also enquired about what it’s purpose. This helped to build the school as a community
(Teacher focus group). Within each of the three schools the artists were invited to visit at times other than
their allocated one day per week and be part of other school events.
The promotion of a visible energised arts culture in the schools was a key outcome of this project. Each
of the school principals reflected on how the project had added substantial value to the school profile
in the community. The display of student art works and external achievements and exhibitions enabled
the schools to engage with the broader community. Teachers reported that they promoted exhibitions at
the closure to working with an artist as a means of bringing gravitas by using virtual platforms and social
media such as Instagram and Facebook. Students commented that their parents did not get invited to
the exhibitions, however they saw photographs of their artworks. Both artists and teachers noted the
importance of the students seeing their excellent work recognised and deemed worthy of an exhibition,
alongside the artists’ work which was gifted to the schools. One teacher explained that exhibitions are
important to differentiate between just working in a classroom and appreciating the end product. The
exhibited work is “a finished masterpiece, it’s an artwork.” Throughout the project the spaces devoted to
display and exhibition of art works expanded, with one school building a large shed for exhibitions and art
projects.
A noteworthy impact of Fresh AIR is that students’ and teachers’ art works were recognised by professional
artists. One school’s peace tiles created by the students were incorporated into the school’s Peace Day
celebrations, which won the Sydney Peace Prize (2015). As a result, international artist, George Gittoes,
chose 20 of the students’ tiles to exhibit in his Yellow House in Afghanistan. Two artists reported that they
extended invitations to the visual arts teachers to, i) participate in shows in her Newtown gallery; and, ii)
encouraged teachers to exhibit in her gallery.
Artist 1.1.3 articulated that launching project one at the National Art School event “gave it an important
gravitas that it deserves.” She articulated that, “displaying your work at the end” is “key to closure or
resolution.” She expressed that it was very important for students’ work to be celebrated, “treasured and
respected.” Further, she referred to the “legacy that artists leave” as building up the “art bank” in the school.
Theme 6: Impact on curriculum, teaching and arts education
The Fresh AIR Initiative was a major catalyst for curriculum change in the three secondary schools as
visual arts teaching programs were reviewed and redesigned to focus on the artists’ work or specific media,
techniques or concepts introduced by the artists. Teachers translated curriculum concepts from the Fresh
AIR initiative to teaching programs with other arts classes. In the classes involved in working on Fresh AIR
the teachers noted the students valued having someone from “the real world”. They explained, “It’s better
than a textbook. This person is the textbook.” They felt it also gave the students “a vision for after high
school.” Teachers also expressed that what each artist had contributed “lives on in the programming” as
they were able to then use the artists in residence as case studies with senior secondary students.
The skills and ideas explored with the artists shifted the depth and quality of classroom discourse and
encouraged a climate of creative and critical thinking. One student commented that the project taught
him, “to think outside the box and not to be … basic”. They felt this had helped with the subject of English,
especially “creative writing, narratives and … analysis and explaining yourself.” Students also felt it worked
the other way and that English and Visual Arts “work side by side.” Another student explained how he was
able to apply what he had learnt in graphics to “this cardboard making thing” in art. Their principal also felt
that the program helped to communicate that conceptual development in visual arts was consistent with
other curriculum areas.
A substantial educational impact of this project was due to its embeddedness in curriculum
implementation and classroom teaching. As a project designed by specialist arts teachers the impact of this
alignment was enhancing quality, rigour and excellence in teaching and learning. At one school in the first
year there was a concern from the artists about curriculum alignment, as the artists’ work sat outside the
Teachers’ programs. Creative Arts Advisor explained that where the residency was parallel to curriculum
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there was a danger that it was “a bit superfluous and happening along the edges in the periphery of what’s
happening in the classroom.” After evaluation in year one this was altered in year two so that all three
schools linked the Fresh AIR project directly to the delivery of curriculum content and student assessment.
Consequently, the learning and teaching were enriched.
Teachers perceived having the artist present as being like “having the primary source” rather than “some
piece of literature” or “something from a textbook.” They also felt that having interacted with one artist
helped students to make connections with other artists in their studies.
The expertise of the artists enhanced arts curriculum delivery, filling any gaps in teacher capacity. For
example, in year two Artist 1.2.1 introduced teachers and students to the technicalities of how to work with
clay.
How to join it, how to bend it, how to work with it; what it does when you don’t wrap it properly.
They’ve learnt those basic things. Some of them haven’t used clay before so it’s their first
introduction. I think they’ve also been able to come in and ask me those questions. Like students,
each of the teachers had particular arts specialism, so the artists were able to support the
development of new skills and knowledge, to broaden their teaching capacities in the classroom.
The impact on programming and teaching was substantial as teachers renewed their approaches and
became “more expressive and more confident.” Engaging with the artists also affected students’ choices for
their Higher School Certificate major works and built their confidence. One teacher summed it up,
I think it’s had an immense positive impact. I want it to go on forever!
Teachers reported that the project had increased the quality of artworks produced and raised the profile of
art in the schools, whereby younger students also took an increased interest in the subject and its potential
for their future studies. Students from the focus group also expressed a revitalised interest in visual arts
theory as a result of direct exposure to a range of artists and their practices. Students explained that it was
not just understanding the art or learning the skills, but understanding the artist and their connections to
the world and people around her that made the most impact on their learning.
Theme 7: Building relationships and the reciprocity of arts practice
Project one was informed by and impactful on productive relationships within the school settings. The
core Fresh AIR relationship between artists, teachers and students was at the heart of the creative ecology
developed by the project. Creative relationships deeply enhanced participants’ capacities, agency and
curriculum experiences over the three years of the Fresh AIR initiative. As one teacher explained:
It’s forming those relationships and student artist, artist teacher even teacher student. Having the
artist there it gave it that other element of how important art is and that an artist can make such
an impact to the world and how the value of art, it just elevated that. Even for some of the teachers
as well you kind of become stale and you kind of do what the curriculum says you need to do and
assessments, tasks and reports and so on but we kind of lose sight in the magic of art and really
feeding creativity. I think this program enables students to be more creative and seeing artists there
and ask those questions and have that contact and that relationship and that dialogue. … it’s kept us
inspired, it’s kept us motivated. Our kids are exposed to amazing experiences.
In this way, the Fresh AIR project can be seen to leave fingerprints on the arts pedagogies and practices
within these secondary schools, injecting a dynamic quality into the visual arts faculty and curriculum.
A critical curriculum design feature of the enhanced relationships generated by the project was the
provision of time for teachers to connect and plan. For authentic learning to occur, Artist 1.3.2 observed
that it took some time to earn the students’ respect and trust. One teacher described how she was happy to
relinquish her authority to the artist, encouraging the students to engage with the expert. Students agreed
that this was what happened. It was described as leaving the “spotlight on the artist.” In contrast, another
teacher observed that although there was a partnership, the artist got the glory while the teachers had
the drudgery. The artist/teacher partnership was critical to the success of the residencies and both sides
required a respect and awareness of their different areas of expertise, so they could complement each other.
Year two Artist 1.2.2 said he relied on the relationships and trust that the teachers had already built up with
the students.
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Data from students suggested that care needed to be given to negotiating the artists’ relationship with
them. Some requested that artists did not “stress them out” and were “open minded for questions”. They
wanted to be included in a conversation about their work that stimulated them to consider what they could
do, rather than to be told what was missing. They wanted to retain ownership of their own works, where
they could be helped to find our own styles, likes and dislikes in art. As students built connections with the
artist, and between the artist and the world outside the school, they start to perceive that art is “not just a
decorative piece” but “a way of expression” (Teacher).
One teacher reported also learning from being in partnership with the artist and their teaching practice
which comprised explanation with concurrent demonstration, leading her to try doing some on her own art
making in the classroom. Students liked receiving specific instructions about which tools and implements
to use. One group of students commented on how the artists’ instructions improved from year-to-year as
they became “more precise with what they were saying that we needed to do.”
Artist 1.2.2 explained the teaching relationship in the following way:
Sometimes it feels like being an underqualified substitute teacher, but other times … you’re leading
things, but you’re not a teacher. It’s a partnership. It is a partnership; you work together. Sometimes
it’s working; sometimes it feels like you’re butting heads, but other times – it depends on the
personality of the teacher and how much control they want over things and how they think you
should be doing things.
Artist 1.2.2 felt that having the partnership of the teacher and the artist accelerated the learning because the
teacher was able to translate what he was saying so that learning was more efficient.
Another teacher reported that the students differentiated easily between the roles of the teacher and the
artist. She said the students did not like the artist disciplining them and they came to her if they needed
equipment. If they needed ideas, they went to the artist. Students at one school wanted their teachers to
be assisting them in case the student was too nervous to approach the artist directly. Teachers generally
confirmed that they saw their role to manage behaviour while the expert concentrated on demonstrating
art. Some artists, especially in the first year of the project, identified that a clearer differentiation of
expertise between the artist and the teacher would benefit the artistic work of the students. An example
is that some artists required support with student behaviour in the classroom, and found it difficult to
motivate students and provide extra support for gifted and talented students.
Both teachers and artists felt it was important for the selected artists to have had some teaching experience
prior to the residency. Teachers gave some of the artists’ assistance in the classroom with modelling
questioning or adjusting to the students’ lack of attention and motivation.
A year two artist found himself having to do presentations on art topics that he had not considered since
university and “it was really fun just to think about that stuff.” The experience also exposed him to an
area of Sydney that he had not engaged with much before. He also found that he was impressed with
the “theoretical knowledge” of the teachers and would go home and look up what they had been talking
about. He found teachers had a “far bigger knowledge of art background” which impressed him, both of
“fundamental stuff” but also through their attending “contemporary things.” Artist 1.3.3 added, “obviously,
the best way to learn is to teach and I’ve found myself revisiting these ideas that I take for granted.” She
also found the affirmation from the students a “confidence boost.” Artist 1.3.2 appreciated the “new
surroundings” which provided “fresh ideas.”
Basically, because I’ve always lived in a built-up environment. So, that’s always been my inspiration.
So, I’ve really enjoyed working here and recreating the school in my own sort of view. My own
viewpoint. … That’s been good to have something different to interpret.
She also appreciated being able to share with the teachers and learn from their projects.
Theme 8: Challenges
Challenges that arose in the Fresh AIR project’s three secondary schools were logistics, communication,
expectations, establishing relationships, artists’ induction, creative demands and resources.
Logistical impacts on the artist-in-residence project relate to time, timetabling, liaison, funds management,
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resourcing and project organisation. The head teacher at one school was the project one coordinator in year
one, and then in year two and three a second teacher in the same school undertook project co-ordination.
Her cross-school responsibilities involved managing the allocation of the artists across all three schools,
setting the rotational timetable of artists across the schools for one day per week for eight weeks, “paying
them and liaising with them through email and meeting them and … organising the network meetings with
the other schools.” The coordinator’s responsibilities also involved contacting the artists six weeks prior
to their school residence to discuss their arts resource requirements for ordering and delivery in a timely
manner.
Challenges associated with the artists’ timetable were the schools’ flexibility to deal with changing artists’
availability, which required adjustments to planned programs, class allocation, timetabling and availability
of the arts resources. One deputy principal explained the need to “reschedule, rethink, reprogram” in order
to resolve timetable clashes in order to have the artist in the school. He also observed that although things
did not “run as smoothly” in the first year, by the third year, things were easier and ran more smoothly. One
principal explained her perception of her role.
we give support in terms of timing, resources, making available facilities and also just making sure
that it all flows smoothly, attending the launch and just facilitating and professional learning or
money, anything that’s going to make it easier for the teachers to work.
Support at arms’ length characterised the way one deputy principal supported the project, he felt it was
about organising a structure “without having too much impact on the whole timetable” and negotiating
with other programs that the school had already committed to. Teachers and executive staff considered
that the second year of the project ran more smoothly than the first as teachers adjusted to the running of
the project and changes that arose. Another logistical challenge occurred in the classroom with the need
to clean up and then re-set up the room between classes. Double art periods accommodated this function
better than single timetabled classes.
Students and teachers commented on the challenge of time limitations especially in regards to the
rotational system meant that the project was limited to eight weeks in each school at one day per week.
Backward mapping of the curriculum to include the artists’ projects was a curriculum design feature to
meet this challenge.
How visual artists transition from working in their professional space into a teaching role in the classroom
gave rise to a culture clash of pedagogy. Artist 1.3.1 explained how she struggled to comply with a teacher’s
request to teach something in a particular way so instead turned it into a game. Artist 1.3.2 was surprised at
the “regimentation” of schools and felt her being able to “work outside of the square” was “refreshing for
the students.” Artist 1.2.2 thought that it was important to choose the right kind of artist for this program
who would not “break under school conditions.” Artist 1.2.2 and 1.3.1 both found it difficult for the creative
work to fit into the institutionalised time periods of the school and not having their own studio space at the
school.
Some teachers also commented on the students not wanting to leave at the end of their art class with the
artist. While this was difficult for student work, it was even more difficult for the artists’ personal work.
Artist 1.2.3 was impressed with what the students were able to achieve within the time constraints of the
timetabled classes. Artist 1.1.3 struggled to give clear and specific instructions that also allowed students’
creative thinking to emerge more spontaneously. One principal recognised this, describing it as a conflict
between process and creativity. The process is focused on syllabus outcomes making it “a bit more
academic” whereas creativity “goes beyond” this. She continued,
You would have been told that that’s not art, that’s writing. Schools tend to have a mold for art and to
break that mold takes this sort of program. When you break the mold and you make art look different
and a different way of expressing.
Artist 1.3.1 starkly contrasted working in the school institution with working outside. She considered it very
different because, “it’s very much about experimentation, thinking outside the square and giving students
an experience they don’t have at school” where she perceived experimentation to be constrained by the
curriculum and syllabus. She explained the clash between experimentation and the constraints of the
school’s approach and the time available.
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So, I’ve really struggled with the school – well a school’s idea of what art is and what art practice is.
It’s been very conflicting for me because I’ve talked about it a lot with my artist peers and one of
them put it really well. They said, it’s as if they’re teaching art as art is a thing that already exists and
you have to do (a), (b) and (c) to get there. But for us, it’s – for me I’m like well you teach people how
to be creative, give them strategies for problem solving and creativity and for expression and skills to
be able to realise that in a material and visual form.
This description of arts practice in schools could be termed the pedagogy of Fresh AIR.
Reflections on the dynamic of artists working with teachers and students in an arts classroom generated
a range of other culture clashes. Artist 1.3.1 was also concerned that students felt they had to copy artists
rather than use their work as a “starting point.” The culture clash in thinking is evident in teachers stating
that they had a vision of students reaching the artists’ standards, yet expressing this in terms of students’
following the artists’ formula and instructions. The teachers explained that they “let the kids get creative …
a little bit, but they needed to fulfil certain criteria because we’re teaching them a skill set.” They described
this as taking the students “on a journey”, “a project from concept to finish, and then exhibition.”
Artist 1.2.3 also commented on how he had to adjust for the differences between schools. Artist 1.1.1 also
found differences between students’ ability in each of schools to engage with concepts. He found he had to
take a more concrete (rather than abstract) and hands-on approach with students at one school. He also
found he had to be willing to lower his expectations concerning critical thinking, but not regarding standard
of work. Artist 1.1.1 especially enjoyed being able to help students in Years 11 and 12, where he felt he could
make a real contribution in contrast to the earlier years which required a more “holistic approach”. Artist
1.3.2 observed that she needed to adjust for each student’s individual ability.
It’s kind of like working within their limits or whatever and taking that as a starting point.
Practical challenges of space ranged from inadequate artists’ workspace, physical demands of artists carting
boxes of materials from their cars and/or between classrooms, and having to do intensive work with large
numbers in crowded classrooms. An optimal solution suggested by an artist was that the school provide
a “sectioned off space” that was visible, as well as time to work for the artist to make art while students
observe. Artist 1.3.1 preferred the idea of her own space “with the students” rather than in the teachers’
space of a classroom.
Artist 1.3.3 expressed it as:
in the classroom, very important to be seen working … Yeah and just see the changes, especially dayby-day, week-by-week, seeing the development and just being shocked at how quickly something
can be produced with dedication and time and stuff. Yeah, so it is interesting to be observed. …
Surprisingly. It was a little bit daunting at first, but I got into my stride.
Another challenge for artists was the lack of a large and secure space to store their resources or artworks
in progress. When the artist was allocated a space sometimes they became cluttered with other materials
and the artists’ materials would be tampered with. They struggled with not having a key to their workspace,
which prevented them from being able to access their own creative space or being unable to set up for
teaching in advance.
In the schools in which the artist was allocated a space, teachers appreciated being able to send students
to observe and talk with them and noticed that students were very interested in viewing the artist at work.
One teacher also observed that because the artist was situated in her classroom she also got to observe a lot
about that artist’s medium. Artist 1.2.1 appreciated that students could come in in their free time and work
on their art in an unstructured way. Teachers commented that they liked the way the classroom became a
communal space with people coming and going during the day, as well as students working in the classroom
at lunchtime. It allowed students both to engage with the art but also socialise while working on it. Teachers
felt the artist’s physical presence was inspirational. The Creative Arts Advisor noted that even after the
artists’ residency, the gifted work on display in the school maintained a physical presence of the artist
within the school.
Other challenges faced by the artists ranged from classroom management, school procedures, students’
contextual brief by the teacher and role clarification. The data showed that the impact of a formal induction
with the artist reduces anxiety and provides role clarity for both artist and teacher for the benefit of the
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students. Artist 1.1.2 considered that it would be helpful for artists to be briefed about the school, classroom
and student contexts prior to starting and how to relate to the students. Artist 1.1.1 stressed the importance
of getting to know the teachers and to have them “on side.” He noted that time and money be allocated in
the program to meet with teachers to help them engage with what the artist had to offer. Artist 1.1.3 was
worried about managing classes but found that the teachers would give her clues about what to do. Artist
1.3.2 was anxious in case something went wrong and she did not know what the procedures would be. This
made her very appreciative of having a teacher in the room.
Other challenges in the project related to communication, expectations and creative demands. Artist
1.1.2 thought that artists should be provided with a role description especially in relation to the role of the
teacher as manager of student behaviour. She also considered that prior discussion with teachers include
how to work together to fulfil syllabus requirements, plan students’ artistic achievement by the end of the
residency and ensure appropriate arts teaching resources. Some teachers concurred, articulating that, “it
was definitely critical to have that conversation with the artist to talk about what they were doing” and the
school’s limited arts resources initially and throughout the project. She also noted that teachers should
understand and appreciate the artist’s practice, how, for example, they created a painting. Artist 1.2.1
proposed that in an initial school visit the artists could scope the arts facilities and as part of their planning
of what is achievable during the residency. Artists 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 both commented on the need to be able to
adapt to each school and their students. Artist 1.2.2 described this artist school relationship as being able to
“move the goal posts.”
The quality of the artists’ relationship with the teachers and inclusion of the artists in the school’s program
can make a significant difference as to how they operate in the school environment (Artist 1.2.3). When he
was excluded he felt as if he was interfering, which caused a state of confusion. When he was included, the
arts classes were conducted with ease because there was teacher support. A school executive officer also
observed that the most important aspect of the Fresh AIR initiative was the interpersonal relationship and
understanding between artists and teachers. Artist 1.3.3 explained it as “knowing each other’s personality”
and having a “professional relationship.” Therefore, a key challenge for both artists and teachers was to
communicate, at the outset, clear and shared expectations about workshops and professional learning
sessions for teachers outside school hours, and the ownership of the artists’ artwork created at the school.
Both Artists 1.1.1 and 1.3.3 reflected that they would have appreciated communication from the teachers
about realistic expectations of the students’ ability, adjusting to the school environment where the students
were not professional artists like themselves. Artist 1.2.2 found it unrealistic to expect that he would be able
to produce personal work around the demands of the school program and also felt that it was unrealistic
given that if he did produce something it would sell for more than what he was paid for his time at the
school. Artists 1.1.1, 1.2.1 and 1.1.3 commented on the difficulty of finding a balance in relation to the creative
demands of the program, not enough time to creatively explore their own work and the remuneration for
their time.
As part of an induction of the school to Fresh AIR, Artist 1.2.1 suggested that it would have been helpful
if her role had been explained to the whole school prior to her arrival, so that everyone was aware of her
relationship to the school curriculum and community.
Theme 9: Funding and resources
The funding model of this project was designed and managed by the teachers involved in consultation with
the Creative Arts Advisor. The majority of project one funds were expended as artists’ salaries rather than
resources, which aligned to the contractual arrangements with Create NSW. The provision and use of a
range of resources impacted the three artists in three schools school-designed curriculum-based residency
model. Create NSW provided the project funds annually as part of the Fresh AIR residency strand. A teacher
noted that a key factor in recruiting artists was the school’s limited arts resources. Both artists and teachers
reported on the hidden costs that were not factored in to the funding model, which they discovered after
the project began. These additional costs included the artists’ fee to attend school or project events, time
release for teachers to plan and manage the residencies in their own schools, attend Fresh AIR meetings
between each of the three schools (face-to-face and electronic) and external events, such as the annual
research workshop. Teachers reported the residencies incurred significant time management strategies
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as they were concurrently on full teaching workloads and participating in, and managing, the Fresh AIR
initiative.
As a result of this initiative, Artist 1.1.3 realised that the schools had inadequate infrastructure such as
storage shelves for arts materials and works in progress, malfunctioning pottery wheels and kilns in
disrepair. Where the school’s kiln was not operational, the Artist 1.2.1 fired and glazed the students’ tiles
offsite. This alternative was positive for the students though for the artist it was time consuming and
unpaid. One group of teachers reported that artists provided their own arts equipment. Artist 1.1.1 thought
that one of the schools was well-funded but the other two were “extremely underfunded” and that meant
he had to modify his teaching plan and that made it harder for the students to produce good products.
In contrast, year two Artist 1.2.2 thought the reverse about these same schools in terms of resourcing
the materials he required for his arts practice. Although artists provided lists of required arts materials/
resources prior to starting the residency, some resources they assumed would be available, such as sewing
needles and threads for Artist 1.3.1, which were only provided at the last minute. Artist 1.2.1 noticed that
some classes in the same school were better resource prepared than other classes. The Creative Arts
Advisor mentored executive staff members to assist the coordinating teacher in managing resource
requirements. The schools lack of provision of a suitable space for the artist in which to create and exhibit
artworks was a resource not considered in the funding application. Similar to the teachers, one artist was
unclear about the funding provision for facilitating the teachers after-school arts enrichment programs.
Theme 10: Sustainability of the Fresh AIR model
Teachers from the project one schools investigated ways to leverage the Fresh AIR achievements to enable
the negotiation of school funds to be directed to continuing the residency program. Project participants
noted that “budgets were tight” and they were concerned that principals would not have sufficient funds
beyond the yearly allocations for curriculum-based resources to support the project. An effect of the
residency project was the improvement of some arts resourcing in schools such as the provision of new
arts spaces, air conditioning in the visual arts classroom, display spaces within the school for student and
artist artworks, and the repair of kilns and pottery wheels. Participating teachers also wanted to use future
funding more strategically to provide their students from low socio-economic status communities with
direct access to galleries and external art events. As the teachers reported that the parents and citizens’
associations in their schools were unable to support fundraising for future residencies, the three secondary
schools began discussions about continued collaboration to apply for more external funding so as to enable
the ongoing benefits of sustained artists’ residencies.
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Case 2: Project 2
Project two, the Park Road Studio, comprised on one government K–12 community school in Inner East
Sydney. This project was designed, implemented and managed by a contemporary multi-arts organisation
as part of its Aboriginal arts strategy which also included outreach to an Indigenous organisation as a
project partner. This residency used a studio model that employed a different Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander artist each year. The artists were embedded in the school that provided a dedicated studio space.
By focusing on different art forms, a range of students had access to the artists from year to year. The
Creative Arts Advisor from the NSW Department of Education supported the implementation of the Park
Road Studio. Table 3 outlines the participation and funding features of this studio residency model.
Table 3. Project 2 Model – Participation and Funding Features
Year

Artist

Teachers

Students

Funding

1

1

1

38

$40 000

2

2

2

30

$40 000

3

1

2

142

$40 000

3

4

5

210

$120 000

Note: Students Year 1: 20 primary and 18 secondary students; Year 2: Year 7 Music class, 5 Year 9 Music students and after school
rock band; Year 3: 125 Primary students, 15 Aboriginal primary students and 2 Year 12 Visual Arts students. Student numbers are
approximate and reflect those students who participated in the research study only. Other students may have been involved with the
artists-in-residence and they are not reflected in this table.

Figure 2. Art making processes and products from the Project 2 school.
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Key arts curriculum features of this Fresh AIR of this studio model are provided in Table 4
Table 4. Project 2 Model — Arts Curriculum Features
Feature

Selection of artists

Selection of students

Selection of teachers
Timetabling

Range of Artists Practices

Description

Dance, Music and Visual Arts artists were selected by the
managing arts organization
Leading contemporary Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
artists
Year 1: Year 9 Elective Dance class and primary students
Year 2: Year 9 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Music
students and Rock Band
Year 3: Middle Primary Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
students and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Visual Arts
HSC students
Teachers of the nominated classes participated in Fresh AIR
Artists were timetabled to work with students and teachers in the
school one day per week
A range of arts practices, media and techniques were taught
through the following art forms:
Year 1: Dance (hip hop)
Year 2: Music (indie folk)
Year 3 Visual Arts
Overall project management and design was provided by the arts
organisation and implemented by the principal

Integration of artists in the school
context

Artists received direct support from the arts organization
Artists employed annually: Year 1: 1 artist; Year 2: 2 artists; Year 3:
1 artist
The nominated coordinating teacher was different for each year
Year 1: Dance item for school and community events

Student arts products

Events, exhibitions and external
activities

Year 2: Professionally recorded sound track and music video
Year 3: A published children’s book
Year 1: Dance performance at the school National Aborigines and
Islanders Day Observance Committee (NAIDOC) assembly and
end-of-year school assembly; Holiday Dance workshop at the
participating Indigenous project partner organisation
Year 2: Music performance at the school NAIDOC assembly; 2
Music workshops at the participating Indigenous project partner
organisation
Year 3: 2 School NAIDOC assembly; Black Arts Market
Year 2: Recorded song with students as backing vocalists; and a
digital camera gifted to the school

Artists products gifted to the school
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Theme 1: Enhancing creativity and imaginative development
A key student learning impact of the Fresh AIR project two was the fostering of creativity for students
with direct and sustained contact with the artists each year. Greater effectiveness of students’ imaginative
development was achieved in the third year was the result of a greater number of students working directly
with the Fresh AIR artist who was embedded across the whole school curriculum.
Access to the artists offered students with a variety of opportunities to take risks and be creative. Each artist
in the project worked to build connections with students and model the way artists work professionally,
blending skills and concepts into practical steps for students to replicate and/or experiment with. In doing
so the artists invited students into the art making processes, enabling them to develop self-confidence and
insight into the artistic works.
One of the music artists in the second year focused on composition of artistic works by working with the
Year 9 students’ existing musical tastes and building on this interest. The other music artist described
creativity as “confidence in just being creative and not being scared to just do whatever. your brain juices
flowing, no idea is too silly.” She felt the younger students were better at this whereas from Year 10 were
more inclined to wait to be told what to do. It was important for this artist to ensure students understood
that ‘all art is a non-critical space. It should just be free’, where students need to be open for nurturing into
creative risk taking.
In the third year of the project, middle primary students described the artwork they were doing with the
artist was “like [an] everyday thing” (Student). They believed that “everyone is creative” and “has different
opinions and different ways of doing art.” A teacher explained that this artist would come up with an idea
and then allow the students and teachers to work with it, emphasising that there are “no wrong answers.”
The deputy principal reflected on the artist-student relationships as they developed over time, which
resulted in students taking risks to be more creative as “they feel that they’re not going to be laughed at,
they’re going to be encouraged to do things”. She also observed that the artists’ work in the school opened
“up another avenue of creativity” and gave the students “another avenue in which to express their skills.”
The principal concurred, stating that this creative expression required “social support” which the artist
could provide.
As professionally acclaimed dance, music and visual artists, the Fresh AIR team of artists offered years of
expertise, skills and technical prowess to the students’ arts learning. This raised the stakes of the learning
and provided occasions where students’ skills and insights were provoked towards excellence in making
and conceptualising their art.
The artist in the third year of the project, inspired senior visual arts students to work conceptually like
professional artists. The artist would critique the students’ visual diaries and discuss “where they want
to go with their major work” then “suggest artists they should be looking at.” He would then suggest
materials that he thought they may not be aware of or “ways and ideas of execution” which he described as
“conceptually developing that with them.”
As an example, he explained that one of the students “wanted to explore the idea of emotions.” He
therefore
worked through the idea of emotions to her major work being presented within a concertina folded
diary. … through conversation with a student. … I think I kind of know where it’s headed but I like to
get the student to take me to that point. Rather than starting there, we go through these different
ideas of how to get to a kind of a conceptual resolution for their work.
The artist and teachers also worked with the students on “the skills of selection and thinking about themes
in art” (Teacher) but also about how to use the same media (crayons) but in different ways.
Sustained access to the artists enabled students to engage in authentic arts practices where rigour and
challenge within creative processes were encouraged by the artists.
The year one dance artist used modelling and encouraged students to ask questions as she worked through
repetition and exercises to “clean up the movements”. She also involved the students in the choreography
and she then escalated the complication. Students helped with beats, created their own movements and
then these were incorporated into the dance. This “made the dance better” and made “people feel more
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included” (Student). The Dance students noted that this was a distinctly different approach to teaching in
that “usually the teacher just shows us what to do.” They described how she would explain every movement
so that they could understand how “she gets to that position” and “if you don’t understand … she’ll … show
you how to do it” but that she also understood that each person “might move differently from her” meaning
that “you’re doing the same movement, but do it in your own style.” They appreciated that the dance
artist was “always open to ideas” and “open to anything we want to incorporate.” They described her as a
“mentor” not an “instructor.”
The music artists in the second year of the project, developed an authentic arts practice through a stepped
process to working with students, slowly building more discrete practice and artistry into their pedagogical
approaches and greater sophistication into the art works generated with students. For these artists, their
music studio space within the school symbolised for students what an artist’s workspace looked like, and it
was important to show students that music is a job as well as being a creative pursuit. A critical expectation
for the musicians was to model a strong arts work ethic, so that students could develop their future goals.
In the third year of the project primary students in this Kindergarten–Year 12 school affirmed that you
should “have a go at it,” “have a try” and “try new things or you’ll never know what could have happened.”
Year 12 students reflected that the project had “opened our minds.” The artist in the third year explained
that he would encourage the primary students to look at what he was doing.
I was working with portraits of Aboriginal people and then kind of collaging and using - source
imagery that I’d collected to build up the picture. It’s looking a lot about what makes us up as
people…not necessarily just physical characteristics, but different symbols and imagery which goes a
lot deeper into the idea of self. So, we were able to do portraits of all the children.
In this way, the artist provided deeper contexts and processes for students’ creative learning to develop that
in turn enhanced their meaning making.
Each of the artists differentiated their pedagogies to suit the needs of the different students they worked
with each term. The artists would make an assessment of current student skills and interests, then plan
from there to provide them with basic skills and repertoire from which more complex arts processes could
develop.
In the first year, the dance pedagogy can best be described by the Year 9 students who reported dancing was,
“not what you think it is.” With the artist, they learnt that, “you don’t have to be on your feet all the time,
you’ve got other parts of your body you can use. Dancing isn’t just about shuffling, doing cartwheels etc. It’s
also about moving your upper body, your lower body, everything needs to be in sync.”
The year two musicians deconstructed their work as musicians for students to see and understand. Their
creative pedagogy included direct instruction to students on some of the basics of guitar playing such as
tuning, using chords, timing, pitch and tempo. They also taught songwriting and filming. Year 9 music
students explained they had learnt “steps to working as a team.” They added that they learned to make “a
log of ideas” as well as of “lyrics” and “melodies” and how to perform “different strumming patterns.”
In the third year of the project the embedded pedagogy and accessible studio space of the visual artist
helped to establish and maintain ongoing links beyond the allocated one day a week, which helped
legitimise the arts within the broader school context. One teacher referred to the opportunity of hosting
the artist in the school as giving art “a bit of credibility.” She added, “I think as a visual arts teacher I
understand the importance of art and in schools it’s not always valued as highly as other subject areas, so I
guess having an artist in residence at a school … [as] a working artist… they can share their work and have
that connection to the outside world.”
Theme 2: Impact on student learning
One of the key impacts of the Park Road Studio artist-in-residence project was the artists’ affective
engagement of participants. Evidence shows that for some students the residency shifted student
engagement and interest in learning in a broader context.
In the first year the dance artist reflected that she hoped she had been able to help some of the girls to
become more self-confident, as she observed that they were no longer so shy. The deputy principal
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observed that the students “had great fun” doing the dancing and that “she had a real connection [with]
the kids [and] the kids really liked her.” One parent commented that her daughter, although “an average
student with studying,” loved the dancing, was “enjoying it” and was “always talking about it.” This parent
thought that the dancing had “given her more confidence.” Another parent thought that her daughter, who
could “be quite disruptive,” really enjoyed dancing. She said her daughter was “more outgoing with this
program [and] … really excited about it.” She said she had “changed.”
One of the year two music artists reflected that students were encouraged to move beyond their artistic
capabilities, commenting,
It’s really fun to show them what can happen if you get together with a band to create the sound … it
gets addictive for them as well. Once you create a really cool sound with a group of people and you
come up with something, it catches on and they just want to keep on doing it.
The sense of fun and engagement created also included the music teacher. The artists commented on the
increased dynamic between the teacher and the students as they all work together.
I think when they see her get excited they get excited, and when she sees them get excited she gets
excited. So, I think it just creates; it’s a nice dynamic. Something a little bit more fun than the usual
just music class.
An expectation for the music artists was to improve performance. Music students in the second year of
the project appreciated the friendliness of the artists advising that artists should be “more like friends”,
“acting really friendly”. They stated that working with the artists, “was more comfortable than working
with teachers.” The principal observed that the project had created a “sense of community … strong
relationships” and fostered an “enjoyment that everybody has.” She also commented that “the kids show
me what they’ve done and they’re proud of it.” Student pride in the artworks they created with the artists
was a significant impact of the project. The principal explained why she thought the musicians had been so
effective.
Any kid who wants to be involved can be involved. So, it’s … this group of people coming together
all with a great want but they’re all at different levels but I think that feeds off itself and it brings
together that cooperativeness in a classroom. I think too, it’s the relationships, both of the teachers
and obviously … [the artists] they’re very comfortable to be around, it’s not competitive.
Analysis of the data indicated that the sustained relationships with artists in this school had a positive
impact on the way it engaged at-risk and non-participative students. One parent commented on her
daughter’s engagement.
She likes to write, she likes to sing, and she’s a dancer, or she likes to dance. She’s a kid. She likes
being out there. Because she struggles with the sitting still and [the] academic side, I think this sort
of program encourages her to have that outlet. To go, it’s okay to be a little bit different and artistic,
and to celebrate that stuff. So, I don’t know about problem solving so much, but just the opportunity
where she can do something and go I know I’m good at this, instead of sitting in a classroom and
going what’s your one, two, three, ABCs. She’s like … she knows it but it just doesn’t compute onto
the paper and onto her grades. So, this is a great opportunity for her, if she takes it, to do, to have that
outlet.
Teachers thought that that those students who were “disengaged, [or] less engaged in their other subjects”
had “pretty good attendance” and were “definitely excited” by the project however they did not have
any statistics as evidence for their impressions. Working with the artists gave some of the participating
students a sense of enhanced self-esteem. One parent commented that for her daughter that the project
was important in developing confidence so that the students learn, “they [can] go out and be more
productive members in our communities.” The teachers in the school noted however that there was
varying engagement between different classes and different students.
Access to the artists also encouraged some students to self-identify as artists. The year one dance artist
reported that, “there’s one girl that wants to do performing arts when she finishes high school.” She
thought that her “being here helps almost realise that dream for her. It’s not untouchable anymore.” Some
students also discussed the possibility of considering dancing as a career after their work with the artist.
One said,
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After a couple of sessions and it’s building in my head again that seed of thought that this is what I
want to do, I could make a career out of this.
An arts organisation officer managing this project also confirmed that this was one of their specific
objectives through the project.
That sort of cultural stuff felt really important in terms of the role modelling, here is a practicing
artist making a career, earning a living from dance, that sort of thing of like it is a possible thing to do.
So, you would hope that one or two students would actually really consider following that as a career
path.
Theme 3: Impact on teacher professional learning
In the first year of the project there was limited teacher professional development. The deputy principal
observed that this was largely because “students were taken out of classrooms” for the elective dance class.
Another issue was that there was no dance subject offered as part of the curriculum which resulted in no
specialist dance teachers with whom the artist could mentor.
By year two of the project, this had changed according to the deputy principal, “basically the artists have
modelled a lot more for the teachers this year which has been fabulous. They’ve been immersed in the
classroom with the teachers and I think that’s been a big difference.” Also, the principal affirmed that
they had focused on strengthening, “the actual relationship between the teachers and the artist” and she
thought that, “from what I’ve been able to observe and have conversations about, I think we certainly have
achieved that. I think both the artists and the teachers have developed a relationship that has been both
personal and professional.” She appreciated that from her initial conversation with the music artists that
they had communicated their “huge respect for the process of the music teacher with the kids in a school.”
The principal considered that another new area of development in year two was the way the project had
enabled teachers to lead and change teaching programs within the school. She added,
It’s provided leadership opportunities for the teachers as well as obviously looking at what they will
be sharing and learning terms of their music practice. But also, those other skills that sit around
quality teaching as well.
In the third year of the project in 2016, the principal’s impression was,
In terms of both of their professional learning I think that [the artist is] able to drive the project
and he’s so highly skilled at art that obviously working with him for both of them you would pick up
different techniques or the way that he can interact with the students or the different things that he
can show. So, I would imagine that he’s like a mentor and as they’re working with him they’re picking
up different techniques that they could go and use with their students or in the classroom sort of
thing.
One teacher commented in the final year of the residency,
Especially working with [the artist] this year it’s been quite inspiring to listen to [him] speak and
look at the work that he does and seeing a real working artist, see how the practicalities of being an
artist today. So … I’d like to be doing more and will be this year, hopefully.
In this sense the impact of the relationship with the artist in the final year rekindled the teacher’s desire to
engage in his own arts practice.
Theme 4: Impact on artist professional learning
In year one of the project the arts organisation producer felt that having the space available for the artist
in the school had really developed the artists’ art practice immensely. The dance artist reported that she
drew inspiration from the students she worked with as the teaching experience pushed her to learn as well
and challenge herself with more commercial ideas in her practice. The dance artist used the studio space
provided by the school to make professional work, for external performance. Unfortunately, these works
were not shown to staff and students within the school context.
One year two artist felt that coming into the school had helped him to get out of “a rut” as “you get in a
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pattern with the way you do things so it’s been really cool to get outside of your own headspace.” He felt
that as a result of this project “there will be a lot more collaboration now, just because we know we can
do it and it works.” He thought it would “definitely change the direction and shape” of what they do and
that it had “been really unexpected.” The other year two musician appreciated what the school residency
experience gave her. This artist felt that they had learnt “more structure” from the teacher and felt that the
teacher had “learnt from us to be more free.”
Theme 5: Impact on school community
The artist-in-residence project helped to build a community of arts practice within this Kindergarten-Year
12 community school. It galvanised the community through special arts performances at NAIDOC week
and the Black Arts Market, showcasing the works of students and some of the artists to a broader audience.
The school celebrations provided students with team-work and performance experiences and “created
leadership opportunities” for the participating students.
Another feature of this project design was how the arts organisation ensured additional connections
between the Fresh AIR artists from years one and two of the project with their partner organisation (a
national indigenous centre), through school holiday workshops. Also in the first year, some of the students
from the school were able to meet, through the residency artist, the artistic director of an Aboriginal theatre
company that tours the world.
The year three artist was very committed to building community as he believed, “that’s what artists are
good at, bringing people together.” He also thought that when, “students have a greater role in community
events, or a greater visibility … that’s where we will start to see a much bigger conversation and talk and
ideas of further possibilities.” He said, “people are starting to, through me, engaging in different community
events. People are finding out what I’m doing and what I’m up to, are really interested in this idea.”
The principal reflected that the third year phase of the project had, “brought all the staff together … looking
at how art can be something that you convey messages through or feelings,” by offering to work with
teachers in their classrooms and “just his connection to different things.” Through having a project “across
the school” that “everyone could buy into” and had meant “everyone has got the same goal.” Because
the year three artist was respected in the outside and international community and also was effective at
communicating with people within the school community, this meant that he was, “a wonderful asset to
our community” and “a significant role model.” Teachers confirmed that the artist had “gone into lots of
classrooms and run sessions with the teachers in the room.” Both the principal and teachers observed the
focus on the project was publishing a book on the Acknowledgement of Country and this had cohered the
school community.
In the classroom context, one teacher commented in year three on how the artist had facilitated group
work by ensuring students sat facing each other in different groups at different times, thereby modelling
respectful cultural practice. This artist had developed the students’ ownership of the project in year three.
It will be a children’s book, but these are the ones that have been chosen. Essentially what they
did this morning is they went through and looked at every single artwork that was created by the
different classes, right from kindergarten right through to Year 6 and they’ve now selected – we’ll
hopefully have about 50, all up, out of the 300 or so that have been done. … he’s got the students. He
now calls them the Consultative Group, but they’re basically making all the design decisions of the
book. So, they’re going to decide. They’ve decided on the hardcover. They’ve decided what artworks
go in it, and they’ll decide other – what colour the pages are going to be, what borders. They’re going
to basically design it, or at least he’s going to guide them, I’m sure, but they’ll really feel as though
they own it.
In years two and three of project two, the engagement with the artists had a significant impact on the
cultural capital, levels of communication and collaboration of staff and students. In year two one of the
teachers commented that the residency provided a “real world connection” where the music students
had access to an authentic music context and process by recording in the studios with the artists. This had
created a connection to “those buildings” the “kids have walked past … every day” and “between the study
of music and … a professional career.”
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The continued presence of artists in this school over three years developed a more visible arts culture
within the school which was recognised within their community through performances, exhibitions and
external opportunities for learning. The arts organisation producer felt that the community events were
“really … red flag day[s]” for the school [so] they would “encourage the artists to build up concerts and
performances and exhibitions around that time.” She also commented on the value of outside connections
the artists could bring to the school context.
So, for example, as part of her other days of working [the artist] were working with the Sydney
Opera House education department in a forum theatre project. So, she was able to involve four or
five students that she was teaching to be a part of that forum theatre project and then they went to
the Sydney Opera House and performed. They had the opportunity to watch [the artist] working
professionally in that studio rehearsal environment from rehearsals to performance at the Opera
House as well. So they really got to really observe her working professionally but were also invited to
work creatively as actors and to feed material to the theatre artists involved in that project.
In this learning activity external to the school, the selected students gained an insight into the work of the
professional dance artist.
Theme 6: Impact on curriculum, teaching and arts education
Over the three years of the Park Road project the level of artists’ embeddedness in the curriculum work of
the school expanded from minimal to fully embedded by the final third year. In 2014, the teachers did not
observe that the artist’s work aligned well to the curriculum or any “assessment task.” “Co-planning” of the
artist and teachers was lacking in this phase of the project.
In year two of the residency one of the artists stated, “we’re just working with her [the teacher], with the
curriculum that she’s been given. We don’t want to take the kids too far away from what they’re learning
otherwise they’re going to go back to class thinking, what the heck?” Also, the principal reflected that the
project had worked more successfully in year two because “it was housed in music … and … music was
embedded and existing in the curriculum.” The principal valued the opportunity the students and staff
were given in year two to work in a recording studio as this was “something we’ve never done.”
The year three visual artist worked across the primary school and also worked directly with the Higher
School Certificate Visual Art students, where his expertise and impact was reportedly substantial. He
described his work further,
So, with the seniors it’s whilst we look within the parameters of what they have to do and then I’ve
looked at their visual diaries, looked at where they want to go with their major work, and from that
I can pretty much instantly, through my own education, suggest artists that they should be looking
at. Artists that I know will be of significance in what they’re doing. Then suggesting materials that
I’m aware of that they probably aren’t aware of or ways and ideas of execution, and conceptually
developing that with them. So, looking how you link you those conceptual ideas to something
physically tangible for an art piece. I think I kind of know where its headed but I like to get the
student to take me to that point. Rather than starting there, we go through these different ideas of
how to get to a kind of a conceptual resolution for their work.
In the third year of the project, one middle primary teacher explained how she had ensured the creative arts
curriculum linked directly to Indigenous arts of Fresh AIR for that term, as they worked alongside the artist.
By the final year of the project the artist relationship with the school community was fully embedded and
he wanted the teachers to be “completely involved and feel part of the project as well.” He made, “sure
that if there is anything external from the school that I’m doing, that the teachers know about it and have
every opportunity to be involved or to come along to an event that they might not know of.” Despite having
a closer relation to the teachers in year three of the project, the artist and teachers were clear about their
differentiated roles during the residency and felt this empowered the students in the learning process as
their roles were clearly delineated.
Theme 7: Building relationships and the reciprocity of arts practice
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The building of an artist-school reciprocal arts relationship began slowly and gained momentum from the
second year once the nexus between artist, school and curriculum was emphasised. Its genesis seemed to
be a traditional artist-in-residence model, where the artist is given prominence. Then in the second year a
professional exchange developed by shifting the focus from the artist’s studio work to include a curriculum
focus that highlighted the process of the artists’ practice with participants – students and teachers. A key
impetus for this negotiated shift was the communication by the school executive and teachers of their
expectation that the artist, embedded in the school community, would interact for the benefit of students’
arts learning and arts curriculum improvements. One of the year two artists suggested the arts organisation
looked out for them and tried to “make sure the school wasn’t making us do any things that are not part
of the curriculum - singing something that’s not got to do with school. She has our back when organising
….” Evidence suggests that by the third year a collaborative artist-arts organization-school relationship
developed with reciprocal benefits to artists and school community.
The limited scale of participants in the project two model impacted the development and depth of the
Fresh AIR relationships. During the first two years, the artists worked with mainly single and small groups
of students, so subsequently limited access to the artist realised a minimal effect on strengthening arts
industry and the artists’ practice on the school community. Factors that strengthened the artist-school
relationship in year three were the artist’s expectations and capacities and an explicit expectation from the
school executive for a broader, deeper and more school-engaged artist-in-residence model. Evidence shows
that this, deeper and more productive relationship generated a reciprocity of arts learning and practice that
benefited students, teachers, school artist and the arts organisation.
Theme 8: Challenges
The challenges that arose in the Park Road Studio project encompassed expectations, school environment,
communication, school/arts organisation relationship, arts curriculum and pedagogy. Many of these
challenges were resolved by the final year through negotiation between the school executive and
stakeholders with system intervention (Creative Arts Advisor), shared planning and dialogue.
The first significant challenge was a mismatch of expectations. This emerged in the first year when it
seemed as if the arts organisation producer’s perceptions of the residency and its impact differed from the
perceptions of school executive and teachers. By the second year the teacher improved the situation by
suggesting “to start the planning [early] … so we’ve got a real understanding between us [teacher and artist]
of what it should involve and … how it’s going to impact as many kids as possible.” The teacher further
explained,
I think [the arts organisation’s] understanding was it’s much more about there’s an artist there in
your school, that you’re seeing an artist working … doing what they do professionally as opposed
to how it involves the kids a lot more. Yeah I think that we definitely want to put it out from the
beginning the planning time and make sure that it works for the school and that it is going to valueadd to the students’ education; not just the artist.
The year three artist stressed the importance of having a good relationship with the principal and felt that
the trust he received was built on “very early conversations.” However, this artist alluded to conflicting
expectations about the role of the artist in the school,
I think something that’s very open. Something that is conversation based. Something that works
with the artist and their practice, rather than having a pre-conceived idea of what will happen or
come out of it. A really open dialogue. An opportunity for the artist to work in the school but not with
the school as well as projects with the school. No, I have a practice which I need to be working on
that is not attached to the school and even though I said in this role I’m at, I’m doing probably a lot
more with the school than I would want to if I was doing it ... So, I think something that piggybacks
off the practice, or is associated with the practice gives less pressure on the artist itself. I think that
artist freedom should really be a thought and consideration and that we’re here, as a school, to
provide a space for an artist to flourish. The better they do, the better we are as the school. Then
hopefully artists will come in with the mindset that I have done, in like what’s one way that I can help
with the school?
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This artist indicated that the main focus of the residency was to provide them with space in contrast to the
school staff members desire to have a deeper relationship that impacted both curriculum and community
within the school. Tensions between the focus of the partnership continued across the three- year time
span for project two.
A second significant challenge for the Park Road Studio project pertained to the artists’ recognising and
respecting the school environment in particular timetables, studio space, resources and work health and
safety.
In this project, the school was obliged to accommodate the artists’ timetable of one day per week with
their other professional commitments on the other days. Likewise, the deputy principal noted that
communicating with the artist was a “two-way thing”. Teachers reported that they “had a lot of meetings”
with the artist and arts organisation producer to “go over the program and how it’s all going and things that
are coming up.” They had to move to a “really structured timetable because for so long it wasn’t working
and we didn’t know if [the artist] was coming or going or what was happening.”
Artists were also required to adapt to the school timetable. The timetable challenge for the year two artists
was to produce results within the limits of the school timetable for music classes. One artist said, “there’s
things that you get after you’ve played for half an hour with somebody that you don’t get just when you
started. So, you have to let those things happen.” This structured approach to creative practice in the
classroom was a challenge for the musicians, in particular working within the constraints of the school
timetable, where the pressure was to be creative in set time limits. One musician acknowledged,
The thing that stands out with that question for me is we’ve really taken on a new method of being
creative with the kids, just because it has to be a bit more formulated and structured because it has
to happen. We’ve only got a certain amount of time a week, so … you have to try and get something to
happen within that time.
The provision of a studio space was another challenge for the school to resolve for each of the three years
of the residency. The year one artist really appreciated being provided with an adapted classroom studio
space to create her own dance work as it allowed her “to separate my personal and professional life” and not
have to “crawl around in my lounge room and move things around.” At the school, she was able to “focus
a lot more [as] … I have room to move and try things and I can play that music as loud as I want. I’ve got a
whiteboard I can write my ideas down. It’s amazing. … I know it’s my space … I love it. I’m going to miss it.”
This dancer’s perception contrasted with the problems the school encountered with the dance studio
space. The school originally had no suitable space for dance classes as dance was not on offer in the
curriculum so a regular classroom had to be repurposed as a dance studio. The arts organisation producer’s
perception was, “I just think the opportunity to have a space for a whole year is just fantastic. … having a
space that’s visual, that’s pinpointed, that students can walk by I think is a really valuable part of the year
long process.” The teachers explained that the studio was fitted with a special flooring that had been lent
by the arts organisation, which meant the room could not be used for anything else for the whole of the first
year. At the end of the first year the dance studio was reclaimed as a classroom.
The year three visual artist commented on the reciprocal advantage for the artist of having the studio space
in the school because “it’s certainly very, very hard to be able to afford a studio space as an artist in Sydney.”
He thought, “that a school is a place that has the space. A spare room, something, or somewhere that can be
cleaned out to open that up.” He considered that, being studio-based, relocation from overseas to Australia
was “a big thing” as “I have a lot of stuff that surrounds me.” A year’s arts residency commitment was “long
enough to justify a kind of move and to do that.”
In addition a lack of arts resources had an effect on artists in the school environment. Artists reported that,
“the school didn’t necessarily have the resources and equipment that was needed.” An example of this
was the need for a dance floor covering because “you can’t dance on carpet because you’ll get burnt skin.”
Liaison between the arts organisation and the school improved when the school liaison was specific to the
arts discipline of the artist (e.g. the head of music for the music artists). Therefore, specialist knowledge
and leadership from the focus teacher in liaising with the artist and the arts organisaion was key to the
success and impact of the resources for the residency.
Workplace health and safety compliance was communicated to the dance artist by the Principal who “put
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in place [workplace health and safety] procedures because the year one artist was using the school outside
school hours.”
A third significant challenge for the Park Road Studio project pertained to communication. The deputy
principal reported that her responsibility was “to work in collaboration with the principal [for] the
organisation.” This included the logistics of, “providing a suitable room, ensuring that that fits in with
the whole school needs … [and] communicate to the staff and to students what it’s all about.” In 2015, the
second year of Fresh AIR, the principal reported that, “the structure that we set up at the beginning of the
year was so much better because we knew what didn’t work [so we planned for] a more structured approach
to the residency.” In the final year, 2016, the principal reported that they negotiated with the artist about the
expectations for connecting with staff. She said “the initial part always takes a long time because you have
to speak to the kids, tell them what it’s about, expectations, everybody gets used to going, teachers have to
remember to send them, all those sorts of things. … so he has to communicate that at meetings, what are the
expectations, send the emails, all that sort of stuff.” The principal explained that they’d “had to have lots
and lots of meetings to try to get the project actually happening in the school.”
Communication to students’ parents was also a priority, as they needed to be informed about the residency
activities and its effect on their children. One parent commented, “I wish we knew more, had more
information on it. …Then [the principal] was speaking to me about it. I went… ‘really?’ I didn’t know much.
So probably more information, and how you are involved with the community.”
The principal reported problematic communication issues in the lead up to the community event of
NAIDOC week in year one. Critical to the communication was the negotiation of adequate rehearsal
processes for the dance students who were to perform for the community at this event.
There were supposed to be two periods of rehearsals for the dance. … [The artist] wasn’t there for
it but when I finally got in contact with her she said she was there and no children came. So, there
was a mix-up with the time but normally if no children come you go to the office and report what’s
happened or you tell someone.
A fourth significant challenge for the Park Road Studio project pertained to the school–arts organisation
relationship. How the school and artists managed their working relationships was key to the success of the
residency. The school executive staff organised an orientation program for the artist including a tour of the
school, explaining about “sign-in and what to do out of hours and if you’re working alone” for the sake of
ensuring workplace safety.
A fifth challenge was how artists worked within the arts curriculum. For example, the year two music artists
found that the structured approach to creative practice in the classroom was a challenge. A music artist
said,
The thing that stands out … for me is we’ve really taken on a new method of being creative with the
kids, just because it has to be a bit more formulated and structured because it has to happen – we’ve
only got a certain amount of time a week, so … you have to try and get something to happen within
that time.
The final sixth challenge for the Park Road Studio project focused on arts curriculum and pedagogy. During
year one the teachers and principal commented on the difficulty the dancer had teaching the students
dance. They described her process as just getting “the music going” then the students “copy what she does,
like they mirror her movements.” The arts organisation producer also stated that the dance artist was
challenged by “disciplining” the students, which “they tried to hand over to the teachers.” One of the year
two music artists described how they needed to break down “lots of things” they do as teaching musicians
“into different parts” because they could not “do all of those things in one lesson”. She explained how they
first had to “make them feel comfortable” and then they “brainstormed ideas.” With the elective music
classes this artist explained how they first focused on “guitar lessons and vocal techniques” but it was
difficult because of the wide range of skill in the group and also “there’s only so many weeks you can do that
in a row before they start getting sick of it.”
Theme 9: Funding and resources
The funding model for this project was designed and managed by the lead arts organisation, which
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determined how project funds were to be expended such as on artists’ salaries and resources. In year one
the arts organisation provided flooring for the dance artist in the studio space, in year two a camera was
purchased for the school to assist with the documentation of the residency and the music studio recording
fees and the purchase of art materials (year 3). Teachers, school executive and the Creative Arts Advisor
voiced concerns in years one and two of the project about the funding decisions to ensure a range of
benefits for the broader student cohort.
In each year of the Park Road Studio project a critical resource issue was teacher allocation, which was
relevant to the impact of the residency on student engagement and learning. In year one the lower
secondary dance students described the way one teacher in particular was key to their learning. In the
second year, the school was “just so much more set up for the music. They’ve got all the equipment and the
students are really skilled up” (Arts Organisation Producer). In 2015, the arts organisation had been able “to
buy a very good camera” for the musicians to use for a film clip. In the third-year the artist used mostly his
own resources to support his work in the residency. The arts organisation provided “a small budget” to buy
materials [the artists] needed” and as well the artist supplemented resources with his own materials.
Theme 10: Sustainability of the Fresh AIR model
Project two participants noted how the Fresh AIR initiative enhanced local links beyond the school
community. In the final year, the residency supported the generation of income streams to support future
arts learning activities. With the arts organisation’s support in the final year of the project students sold
their artwork in the published book with the artist at the Black Arts Market. The arts organisation was also
able to develop further school-based initiatives as a result of their experiences in this sustained residency
program and apply these ideas to other projects. Year three also saw the appointment of new staff dedicated
to arts education projects within the arts organisation.
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Case 3: Project 3
Project three, titled Room 13, comprised two government schools: a primary Kindergarten–Year 6 school
and a secondary school for special purposes located in Southern Sydney. The same lead artist was employed
each year for the three years of the Fresh AIR project. This residency model was designed, implemented and
managed by the lead artist for a youth arts community-based arts organisation located in close proximity
to the two schools. The Fresh AIR model used in project three was adapted from the Room 13 international
model of arts residencies in schools (See: http://room13international.org/about/the-story-of-room-13/).
Other project artists were co-opted by the lead artist. At school 5, the primary school, different artists were
employed each year. At school 6, the secondary school the same co-artist was in residence over the three
years. The Creative Arts Advisors from the NSW Department of Education supported the implementation
of Room 13 in the first two years of the project.
Project three was implemented in two very different schools – one culturally diverse urban primary school
and one small special school for students with acute mental health needs. These additional artists brought
in expertise in music/sound design, spoken word poetry, and puppetry. Table 5 outlines the participation
and funding features of this Fresh AIR model.
Table 5. Project 3 Model – Participation and Funding Features
Year

Artist

Teachers

Students

Funding

1

4

31

375

$40 000

2

3

16

346

$40 000

3

3

16

306

$40 000

3

10

63

1027

$120 000

Note: Year 1 Artists School 5 (primary): n=3; School 6 (secondary): n=1 (1 equiv to School 5); Teachers School 5: n=21; School 6:
n=10; Students School 5: n=340; School 6: n=35; Year 2 Artists School 5 (primary): n=2; School 6 (secondary): n=1 (1 equiv to School
5); Teachers School 5: n=15; School 6: n=1; Students School 5: n=305; School 6: n=41. Year 3 Artists School 5 (primary): n=2; School
6 (secondary): n=1 (1 equiv to School 5); Teachers School 5: n=15; School 6: n=1; Students School 5: n=276; School 6: n=30. Student
numbers are approximate and reflect those students and teachers who participated in the research study only. Other students may have
been involved with the artists-in-residence and they are not reflected in this table.

Figure 3. Arts processes and art works in Project 3 primary and secondary schools.
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Key arts curriculum features of the Fresh AIR model for Project 3 are provided in Table 6.
Table 6. Project 3 Model — Arts Curriculum Features
Feature

Description

Selection of artists

Lead artist was selected as he was originally working with the arts organisation,
which designed the project, and continued as the lead artist for the three years in
the two schools

Selection of students

Additional artists were employed to provide a range of arts expertise
School 5: All primary classes participated in Room 13 on a rotational basis
throughout each year. In Years 2 and 3 a lunch-time Room 13 cohort were
selected by the school executive to work with the lead artist
School 6: Students participated on a drop-in basis
School 5: Teachers of all primary classes, K–Year 6

Selection of teachers

Timetabling

Range of Artists
Practices

School 6: The same key teacher participated over three years Additional teachers
participated on a drop-in basis
School 5: Artists were timetabled in the designated Room 13 space and classes
participated by stage on a rotational basis. Additional workshops were
timetabled in other spaces, such as the school library and hall
School 6: Artists and key teacher were timetabled in the designated Room 13
space and students participated on a drop-in basis
School 5: visual/media design; spoken word poetry; puppetry
School 6: visual/media design; music/sound design
Schools 5 & 6: 1 lead artist was the project coordinator and liaised with the
principal and acting principal respectively

Integration of artists in Schools 5 & 6: 1 lead artist x 3 years
the school context
School 5: 1-2 support artists annually
School 6: 1 support artist x 3 years
Years 1 & 2: Support provided by Creative Arts Advisors
Year 1
School 5: 3D model of Arncliffe, timelapse film, Sweatshop workshops, mobiles
School 6: Citadel Map, Woniora Cruiser, Listening posts
Year 2
Student arts products

School 5: Portal to Ocean Life
School 6: New Beginning (sculpture, digital media, music, video)
Year 3
School 5: Digital treasure hunt
School 6: Chance Encounters
Year 1
School 5: Rockdale open sculpture exhibition; end of year school exhibition

Events, exhibitions
and external activities

School 6: Citadel & Kogarah Library
Year 2
School 5: Rockdale open sculpture exhibition; end of year school exhibition
School 6: Exhibitions at Museum of Contemporary Art & Sydney Opera House
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Feature

Description

Year 1: School 5 – Rockdale open sculpture exhibition
Year 2: School 5 – Rockdale open sculpture – local government award youth prize
Awards

Year 3
School 5: Local community digital treasure hunt

School 6: Local community digital treasure hunt
Artists products gifted Project artworks created in the residency remained in the school either on
to the school
display or in the designated Room 13 space.

Theme 1: Enhancing creativity and imaginative development
The Fresh AIR project three resulted in a significant impact in relation to the cultivation of creativity in
student and teacher practice. The artist-in-residence program directly boosted the development of student
imagination through the sustained relationship with the lead artist as well as various artists in two very
different school contexts. In addition, Fresh AIR augmented the development of teacher creativity and
awareness of creative processes, particularly in the primary school. Integral to this development was the
sustained relationship that developed between the lead artist and the schools for the three-year duration of
the project, which afforded depth of arts engagement.
In the primary school the AIR project supported generalist teachers to observe creativity in the classroom
and demonstrate new ways of teaching creatively. It shifted their perceptions of learners and their
capacities, as they began to see their students’ creative capabilities. For teachers, there were “a lot more
surprises” especially with respect to students they had not thought were “that imaginative or creative.” One
teacher explained that by “giving them that openness and directing them towards something, they start
creating their own ideas, rather than just wanting to copy something else.” For some teachers, this created a
shift in their approaches as they reflected on their previous teaching methods restricted students’ creativity
and imaginative development.
The secondary school students also felt that experiencing a greater variety of approaches to expressing
themselves artistically not only made it “more of a fun class” where “everyone feels like they have a part”
but also helped them to be more creative. They reported that they had learnt “you can never do anything
wrong” and “you should just let your imagination run wild.” One middle primary student declared that
he had learnt “how to make art. Like how to literally make something new.” Others said, “because my
imagination is different to everybody else … when I finished … it’s different to other people’s because your
imagination is just yours” and that the artists “have different ideas that you can share”. He elaborated that
“sometimes you don’t understand but when they create it, it makes more and more ideas.” These students
had learnt that their art did not have to be perfect and in fact, it could generate even more ideas.
The project significantly enhanced students’ creative capacities and the development of their imaginations
as reported by the primary principal who observed that it provided a “fantastic opportunity to give our kids
that creative freedom” but for some students this was “really challenging because they expect to be able
to get it right or wrong.” He thought this was beneficial for those students who had not excelled in other
areas. He described the artist’s practice as supporting students to “think outside the box” and perceived it
as an “empowering experience.” A deputy principal in the secondary school and one artist both emphasised
the importance of the relationship with the artist to both inspire the students but also to “push them.” The
sustained relationships developed during the three years of the residency sanctioned the artists to motivate
the students to use their curiosity to probe their artistic responses which resulted in discernable progress in
the students’ art making over time.
The ongoing presence of the artist and Room 13 within the primary school led to a shift in teachers’
mindsets and a new openness to creative pedagogies and processes. Teachers saw that relinquishing
control to the students led to stronger engagement and learning outcomes. The primary teachers had learnt
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to move beyond a tightly controlled template approach to arts teaching, through this project. After working
alongside the artist, these teachers began to ask students “to come up with whatever they can … and to
explore as opposed to have everything set out.” They explained that the artist would say, “I don’t know if
this will work out but we’ll give it a try” which made it “you think, “all right, well let’s explore and see how it
goes.” They had found that the students seem to “thrive” through being permitted to take artistic risks and
knowing “there is no right or wrong.” A primary teacher described the artist’s expertise as having “the knack
of being able to guide the kids but still give them that freedom to do whatever they want.” This resulted
in the students coming “up with these great pieces of artwork that really they’ve sort of come up on their
own.” Teachers reflected, “whereas we’d probably just go, no, that’s not going to work, or it’s too much”
or, “that’s our training, no you need to do it this way.” The teachers had learnt they could be “more laissezfaire” and allow students to take more risks and make mistakes, “hand[ing] the power over to the kids.”
At the secondary school, the key teacher and the lead artist formed a strong partnership over the three
years, which led to “a more dynamic and creative environment for students.” The key teacher reflected that
this,
created a really positive dynamic. From the point of view of the energy that’s created in the
classroom as well, giving students an actual - modelling I suppose - modelling the creative process.
When it’s just me, because I already know - I’ve planned it - it’s less spontaneous than when
someone else is thrown into the picture and I have to deal with that. So, that creates a tension and an
excitement, which the students have responded to.
An artist explained that imagination is usually perceived as “coming up with something original.” But
he felt it was about “sometimes giving them a material that they mightn’t necessarily have worked with
before” and doing “a lot of problem solving in … how am I going to make this?” The lead artist described the
“framing of what it is you want them to focus on” as being “really critical” as “it was about … stepping into
that journey or the exploration” and being “ready for that in their mind and … open to the possibilities of
what might happen in that space.”
The primary principal considered the artist was “a fantastic facilitator” who was able to “unlock that for
the children” by “showing them different techniques” than they had previously experienced and “using
materials … they will have lying around the home” to create “different things” in “different contexts.” He
thought that was “really inspiring.”
Key to students’ imaginative development was creating processes so students could develop their own
ideas and thereby raising the stakes of arts education in the school. A middle primary student asserted that
the artists “want you to see your own idea because they’re not the boss of your idea. You’re the boss of your
mind.” Others added,
They’ll tell you to get the picture in your mind and … they’ll help you with the hard bits and then you
can do the rest because it’s your imagination. They help you dig right down into your imagination
to express your ideas to other people and just write it down on a piece of paper and make something
new.
Senior students in the secondary school commented that the Fresh AIR project had exposed them to “new
types of art” which inspired and interested them, even if they did not use them. As one student elaborated,
It’s opened me up. I’m not the most creative person or the most arty person, but - I wouldn’t say I’m
more arty now. I’m just - if you learn - not necessarily, I think, a different way, but just to open your
eyes to a few more different possibilities, a bit more creative.
In the primary school context, the residency opened both students and teachers to various artistic
processes. The primary teachers had learnt that they did not have “to start something from beginning to
end. … It’s not like start and finish.” They had also learnt, “it’s a lot more of the kids constructing as opposed
to a teacher telling them how to” and that “it’s very much hands on for them.”
Room 13 was guided by the ethos of the schools’ partner arts organisation, which prides itself on
community-based programs and empowering youth through the arts. One of the secondary school artists
confirmed that their process “allows the students to have more ownership over the work.” Students at this
school commented on this approach, stating that the artists “wouldn’t just tell us what to do” but that they
“also give us other ideas on things we can do” to enable them to “improve it.” However, once the students
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“were happy with it … it’s done” implying that there was no further pressure from the artist or teacher to
improve it.
The artistic practice provided by the artists in project three enhanced the quality of student artistic
products and also the arts pedagogies in the schools. Teachers at the secondary school commented that
there was a lot of scaffolding to help students through and that they “needed that structure and they really
felt comfortable being creative as long as they knew they had that structure.” In this special secondary
school context, the lead artist deliberately differentiated his pedagogy to provide ideas and precedents
for students, linking them to artists and the art world for inspiration. In this sense, he seeded the ideas for
further experimentation and gave them new possibilities for technique and conceptual exploration.
The lead artist often held the conceptual focus of the artmaking in check as students made individual
contributions to the shared collaborative artwork. In the first year of the residency he and the secondary
teacher collaborated closely to provide the framework that carefully guided students work as they
considered themes of maps and journeys. The senior secondary students at this school confirmed that “it
takes individuals working together to make this kind of process come together.” They felt that “it’s a very
pleasurable experience for a lot of people to actually fell like they’re contributing to creating something.”
They had also learnt that it “needs … dedication [to] the vision” and “a degree of investment in what you’re
doing … you have to commit to it to make it work.” In the context of this school, building commitment to
arts processes and a sense of investment was critical given the many interruptions and disconnections
these students had often experienced in their schooling and lives. Keeping the development of process
clear and moving forward provided rigour in both process and product as students engaged authentically in
the arts processes.
In Room 13 both students and teachers were exposed to a wider variety of media and arts techniques
through the engagement with multiple artists. For the teachers, this exposure pressed them to reconsider
their previous conventional approaches and be more expansive in their own classrooms. For students,
they worked with various media and art forms to work creatively during the project. The middle primary
students made dragons and “had to use paper and scrunch it up and then make fans as wings and we had
to write poems about it.” The lead artist was very keen to move students away from “the A4 experience
where that’s the dimensions of the material that you give the students and their name is on the top corner.”
He also rejected the idea that “the measure of good art” is “to get as close to the example” provided. In
contrast, he explained that
I’ve very much purposefully moved away from it being A4. I’ve sometimes worked at a very, very
small scale as in with the block printing. Sometimes I’ve worked circular, sometimes worked in very,
very long panoramic images where students are working as a pair to create a piece of work.
The lead artist also focused on collective work and exposing students to “lots of materials that they might
not have worked with in art before” such as “various mixed media and visual arts” including “collage,
painting, and drawing and then with digital art … photography, Photoshop and then music” as well as video.
One primary teacher said that the artist was “taking the children through step by step but at the same time,
giving them that little freedom. They’re, oh look what I’ve just come up with, even though it’s been guided.
Especially for my ones, which are little, they sort of think they’ve done it all on their own. They don’t realise
they’ve been guided.” One of the primary students explained that the lead artist,
helps us by like he inspires us. Like for example for me to do a mountain he’d help me like he’d show
me what way I do it and how much pressure I’ve got to do on it. He was like, take your time, it doesn’t
really matter because you still have plenty of time, you have a whole year to do it. He just helps us in
ways that we’re able to be able to do it.
Students at the secondary school described how the artists worked with them:
Well, they didn’t give us necessarily the project. We gave our input and then - they had the final
decision, but they gave us the ideas to be able to make our decisions.
They guide you in the direction where they want the art to go, and then you follow that through.
You’ll be doing - you’re doing most of the hard labour and they just polish it off, basically.
Yeah, he, I guess, organises it and gets everyone to be involved and part of it. Their professional
instinct helps. So otherwise it’s not - it doesn’t look like [kids] have done it, but you’ve got some
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professional guidance, which is good.
Theme 2: Impact on student learning
The first key finding of project three reveals the significant impact on student learning afforded by the
Room 13 model, adopted by the lead artist-in-residence. Guided by the artistic and collaborative processes
of the Room 13 model, the artists substantially built students’ artistic capabilities and responses over three
years. At the secondary school the teachers believed that being involved in the project gave
the kids an opportunity to get out of the classroom. Whether they’re stressed or they’re very
anxious about something, it gives them some time away to be creative and they come back into the
classroom, usually with a better mindset, willing to listen, be a little bit more open minded as well to
what people are saying in the classroom.
One of the guest artists at the primary school believed that through “puppet making and puppetry”
students had learnt problem solving, which included “collaborative learning, listening to each other,
being independent when needed, brainstorming, thinking creatively.” She also stated that a teacher had
told her that “this experience has enriched their writing.” Another primary teacher (2016) said that, “they
[students] make connections. So, we did something the other day with bats and someone said, oh that’s like
the bat that [the lead artist] showed us. So, they bring that back into the classroom, definitely.” The primary
principal noted “the crossover of some of the skills that were developed” into another short film project in
which the students were involved.
A parent reported that her son “now speaks of van Gogh” and “he’s actually started to tell me about the
different types of paintings. Whether it’s water based and oils and if you mix the water with a colour, how
you – the styles and all of that.” She attributed this to his involvement in Room 13.
The primary teachers reflected that their students were more willing to take risks rather than to always say,
“I can’t do it.” They also explained that the lower primary students including in more details and definition
rather than just drawing “a kind of stick figure”. They thought, in general, that the students showed greater
confidence. One teacher commented, “what I found is a more relaxed approach to learning rather than
improvement in an outcome.”
The second key finding is that project three had a significant positive affective impact on students at both
school sites. The primary school students commented on their experience. They said it made them feel
good, happy and excited.
We liked it because we were having fun.
It was fun and it was nice to work with my friends. It’s also good to play with people, like have fun.
Some of the middle primary students (2015) observed that they were “shy”, “nervous” and “embarrassed”
to show their work to “other people … because I don’t know what people are thinking in their heads.” These
students elaborated on their feelings about their artwork.
It’s exciting when you’re trying to express how you [look and make it] and if you show it to other
people.
When we’re doing our art, I get nervous when people are walking around you like children and they
might be thinking something in their head and if there is someone new, they’ll say probably that’s
ugly but you can’t hear it because they’re whispering it to the other person.
In the first year of the project, one upper primary male student explained,
[The artist] always told me to believe in yourself and just do it. Like, he was really fun. I liked the way
he responded to us and how he spoke with us and how he was generous.
The secondary students (2015) reported liking “the process of making it” and feeling “proud of myself”.
They liked, “sort of cruising along … you can do it any way you want and yeah, it’s nice, not having the
structure there.”
The primary school teachers’ perception observed that students “loved it,” “really enjoyed it,” found it
“very exciting,” were “on a high,” or “on a buzz,” and that they “love seeing a fresh face.” Another primary
school teacher’s comment extended this perception,
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With my groups, because we split the class in half, so he took one group for a few weeks, it was fun. It
wasn’t a lesson, it wasn’t [me] standing there, teaching them, telling them they have to do this. It was
fun and they enjoyed playing and making things.
They also believed it increased their primary students’ sense of belonging.
It might not have necessarily been that the other children were treating them differently, it was just
their sense of belonging and their identity that they felt maybe that they wanted to step back, but
being in that classroom has helped them open up and feel a little more comfortable in the otherwise
normal settings where they would have otherwise felt shy or they would have taken a step back. … It’s
helped them settle and make new friendships outside of Room 13.
The teachers thought the students may have produced better work in Room 13 because they did not feel
“the pressure to get it right” and “they were just doing it.” They proposed that “a lot of the less able students
were able to prove that they can [do it] and were very happy about their achievement.” They concluded this
was because the students “weren’t given a set criteria.” Instead, “they were doing free range.” One teacher
commented that the students “felt like they were achieving.” Another teacher observed that their “far
superior … personal achievement … boosted their self-esteem.”
The secondary school teachers articulated that being involved in the project “boosted their [students’]
confidence when they see the final product and they go, oh wow, I helped create that.” They also observed
that students’ confidence was boosted by “encouraging each other.” Along with encouragement,
They feel accepted when others are giving you positive feedback, oh you’re so great at drawing, I wish
I could draw like that … I feel like I’m part of the team now.
They also noted that students felt pride when they persevered and were able to finish, both individually and
together with their peers. The lead artist believed that, “Visual art is a medium that the students are very
comfortable with. I think for some students it’s quite a calming process, it’s got a cathartic process to it.”
Other students commented that making artworks with the nursing home residents was “pretty fun” and
they thought “it was beneficial for both the older residents and us.” They realized the benefits of their work
when stating that “someone’s going to love this” and appreciated feeling “really creative for once.” One
student said that the “time I get to do the program it helps me relax a bit and stops the stress.” This student
added, “working on art work you don’t really focus on anything else. If you forget about all the bad stuff
and the stress and you focus on this one task it helps.” The school’s deputy principal concurred that the
project’s impact on students improved their sense of self and achievement.
Parents confirmed that this was consistent with their perception.
She looks forward to it every day. … I think it just allows her … to express herself and just to go in
there and let her emotions flow and just have a sense of achievement … It helps her through the day.
… That’s about the only thing that keeps her motivated. She absolutely loves it. … It definitely builds
confidence. … I believed it’s helped her a lot with her anxiety.
The secondary school principal expressed this in a different way.
it was an organic process … last year’s film captures –- it captures who they are, but ¬without it being
¬ because they’ve had so much sit down with the clinician. Tell me what’s wrong. Or, tell me about
yourself. Or they’re got to ¬ and it just enables a way for them to freely do that without actually - and
just normalises…
In 2016 the secondary school deputy principal acknowledged that Fresh AIR’s Room 13 “helped attendance,
especially in the ones that are more involved. Because there’s some kids that don’t really embrace the
program as much.” He also observed that the program had helped an individual who was engaged with the
program to transition to work in the outside community because “he was able to express himself there
and the fact that he had a connection with someone, aside from the school, allowed me to come in and
introduce him into this unfamiliar environment and have him survive.”
Project three had a substantial impact on the engagement of at-risk and non-participative students. At the
primary school one teacher commented,
I’ve got students, or a particular one that I’m thinking about that doesn’t really contribute much to
anything in class and she loved it. She was making the sculptures and she loved it. She was engaged
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and involved and participating, and in class she’s not.
A third key finding is the project’s impact on student learning overall. By using “limited resources”, this
meant that “they really have to get creative and intuitive about the way they approach.” This resulted in
“lots of problem solving in an otherwise unconventional setting.” The teachers saw this as “good”. They
believed that the confidence gained through the project “flows onto other areas … their writing or their
maths.”
The secondary principal noted that student attendance had improved, “I’d say that we do have an increased
attendance and engagement around those days. I think our Thursdays there’s definitely a spike which is
good.” He commented that they had had a “pretty considerable” number of staff changes and “gotten a
lot of new students in” but “because it feels more ingrained within the school now, it’s taken up almost
immediately by new students. … I can’t think of a student that doesn’t participate in those junior years at
all.” Similarly, the focus teacher in the secondary school noted the impact of an extended relationship with
the lead artist,
he’s been coming in for the last three years. So, students have built a – there’s a familiarity there.
He’s a person that students can go to when they need release from whatever they’re dealing with at
that moment. He offers something that other – I mean other teachers are always there for students
as well but I think he - like I said earlier coming from a visual arts perspective with different sets
of ideas about what he can do, what he can’t do within a school environment, it just means that
students are aware of that and feel - can be comfortable with that.
Critical to the impact on student learning in this project was the collaborative pedagogy of the lead artist,
which infused both the project design and its implementation over the three years. He communicated that
“part of my ethos” is that he was “coming in to do an artistic collaboration with young people as artists.”
One primary teacher commented that students had “really honed in their vision about what it is to be an
artist and to create art. … they know that they can create now.” One of the senior secondary students said,
“it made me think that I could potentially take part in something like this in the future.” Another lower
primary student said, “I imagined I’m being an artist.”
Fresh AIR provided opportunities for students to develop relationships with others. The focus teacher in
the secondary school commented on the value of having new people in the school who provide alternative
relationship options for the students. The principal of the secondary school observed that the project
facilitated “student to student … recognition of the individual.” He reflected that it “was really good for
… that sense of belonging and collective sort of whole, but then valuing the individual within that whole.”
He felt that even for “students who are on the autism spectrum” or students “with mental health issues
[who] … become very self-focused” this project facilitated “cooperation” between students and “some
peer connection where there’d never been some before.” He commented this really helped in the school as
“that’s how we break school refusal … through connection and we do a lot with staff as well, but the most
powerful connection is peer to peer.”
Theme 3: Impact on teacher professional learning
Findings show how the sustained residencies had an impact on teacher professional learning in both the
primary and secondary schools of project three, Room 13, however the depth of this impact varied from year
to year and differently within the two school contexts. In the primary school the principal described the
impact he thought the program was having on the teachers.
I think that has probably been one of the big things that really has inspired the program to become
an authentic part of the school, is that teachers feel that there’s a benefit for them as well as the
students. The opportunity that each staff member gets to go into the working studio that [the lead
artist] has put on and the opportunities that they get to see regarding the materials that he is using,
the skills that he is sharing with the students – but even just the creativity of his ideas is phenomenal.
In focus groups the primary school teachers explained that they would like to learn how [the lead artist]
took “pictures of kids or movies and then put them into a film” as they did not “know if we’ve got the tools
to do that.” He appeared to have found resources in the school that the teachers did not know existed. One
teacher said that she had “learned some new techniques that I can use in the classroom.” Another said he
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would have appreciated “an opportunity for [the artist] to run workshops with the teachers only” perhaps
as a two or three-hour session on a staff development day, while another teacher added that “I think
sometimes people lack confidence as well, to teach it in the classroom.”
The primary teachers also appreciated observing the lead artist’s approach in contrast to their own. They
found he was more relaxed, especially with mistakes. This helped them to realise “there’s no one correct
technique. There are also alternative methods.” They had also learnt that the “end result was what the
kids wanted the end result to be, not what I necessarily needed it to be.” This allowed them to focus on the
“beautiful picture at the end” rather than “a very structured assessment.”
This project had changed the teachers’ “approach to programming and teaching art as well” so as to “not
necessarily [use] the conventional.” Teachers thought they had “been transformed” through “just watching
[the lead artist] do his thing.” The principal considered that there was “lower level impromptu professional
learning going on, that sharing of ideas and work samples and various things.” A formal professional
development session was planned for the staff in the first year of the project however it had to be cancelled
on the day due to “a number of external circumstances” so another was organised.
The primary school teachers accounted for the impact of Fresh AIR on their professional practice
in the following ways; I’ve actually found that I’ve got some skills that I wasn’t really aware of, like
drawing skills.
I’ve got some really good ideas from the program.
Before, it was all teacher directed. Now, I’ve got – looking at my kids’ imagination. All I have to do
is throw things there and they can come up with something amazing, which I got it from Room 13 I
would say.
I think [the lead artist] has opened my eyes to different resources and different concepts and
different ways of doing art. So I think for me, just you know opening your eyes to that and just
experimenting with the kids. … I think it just encourages you to explore as opposed to have
everything set out.
Like anything around you, you can pick it up and make it into art.
The secondary school context was very different in that the lead artist worked closely with the one teacher
(a visual arts specialist teacher) for the three years and they created an effective collaborative partnership
throughout the project. The secondary school deputy principal considered that it had been good for the
focus teacher, just to promote his own art work and thus boost his own self-esteem.
The secondary principal thought that the whole staff had seen,
the benefit in that student directed … with visual arts is … probably permeating across to the rest
of the staff: in our own programs, how can we give the student more of a say, or have more public
recognition of what they’re doing.
The deputy principal added about the artists,
they’ve expanded our thinking around how we engage students, definitely. Given us ideas around
what type of engagement programs we can run in conjunction with what they’re doing, or to
facilitate.
The teacher described their working relationship with the artist.
Well having [the lead artist] in the classroom has enabled us to – or enabled me to function in a more
creative way as a teacher. … So, that it’s not just me saying this and this and this and this and having
a very structured approach. But having that other person there has meant that we’ve been able to
bounce ideas off each other and create a more dynamic and creative environment for students.
Often we’ll just put ourselves out there as well and take risks.
Theme 4: Impact on artist professional learning
The lead artist valued how being able to “embed [him]self in a community” had enabled him to undertake
a “deeper enquiry” into his work in the two Room 13 schools. He also valued the opportunity to “push
myself and learn new skills.” This professional learning took the form of an investigation of “breaking
down a process” to outline and emphasise skills required to make art with children and young people. This
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pedagogical process was a key outcome of the embedded work in both the primary and secondary schools in
terms of “outlining what a clear skill is like.” He had also found that,
you’re dealing with young people that have got emotional and mental health challenges so to work in
that area specifically and to try to work very closely with students that have got those, challenges in
their life, has been quite interesting for me. It’s a very, very different approach to making art.
The artist also had a “stretching experience” in terms of the challenge of producing “something
permanent” to fulfil the project conditions of creating “permanent art work” for the schools. Room 13
provided the opportunity for the artist of “com[ing] back to doing stuff with paint.” In addition, the artist
learnt through observing the secondary teacher’s way of supporting individual students.
He would often bring it back to the medium and the quality of the medium and the material … and
then how does that make you feel? It was always about bringing it back into the art form. … it kind
of made me feel, well how can I draw upon my strengths as an artist rather than go, well, I cannot go
there. So, that’s been a real good outcome for me really.
Theme 5: Impact on school community
Project three was specifically designed to consider the way the students and their art works interact with
the community. In 2014 the lead artist sought to focus the facilitation of students’ art work “around me and
my community.” Recognising that the school already exists as its own community, he considered that a
sustainable impact was dependent on the artist’s ability to “develop trust … with the staff” and that needed
to be built up slowly. He felt that being in residence at the schools for a three-year period meant there was
someone “holding that relationship” as other artists joined Room 13 for short periods. He also thought it
was important to have the “trust and support of a key member of staff” who is “really into the work and
really believes in the work.” The lead artist’s inclusion into the school community is confirmed by the
primary school principal.
I think [the artist is] now considered part of the furniture. He’s considered just like another member
of staff, which I think is great. People often throw comments or questions or things at him across a
range of things not solely to do with Room 13, which I think is a real bonus, because that acceptance
into a school makes it authentic and makes it connected to everything that’s going on.
The principal also mentioned that the project had become, “a bit of a pride issue too for the community.
It’s something unique that no other school has” which had resulted in enquiries from new families. He
considered that Fresh AIR provided “another … avenue” for “all these great things happening … catering for
everybody and giving everybody exposure and opportunity.”
The primary school teachers explained how being involved in the project fostered collaboration and
communal ownership.
When you start to see the cardboard come up and the lines come up and the different textures
and materials that are used, then you realise that there is a bigger picture in art. That it’s also
collaborative, engaging and it’s a whole class activity where every single person in that stage has
input into this massive piece of artwork. It’s sculptural, it’s visual, it’s colourful, it’s intriguing,
it’s interesting as well because it’s also detailed. So, there is a bigger picture to look at, so you’ve
got a huge goal at the end of it. It’s a product that’s not only good, but it’s also on a good scale for
everybody to see. The kids will say, ‘wow, we did that’.
These primary teachers observed that the project developed student teamwork as they could “see them
negotiating”. They thought that although “kids generally even in the classroom get a lot of chances to be
cooperative and work together” the project gave them “another opportunity … in another environment, to
be cooperative.” other to solve a problem.” Another teacher expanded this.
It was safe. I just felt that in my class because there are a few timid, shy, obscure students that really
they don’t get involved, but the barrier was broken and there was no really popular child anymore.
There was no really shy child anymore. It was just room 13 and we just got on with it and had fun.
The secondary school deputy principal also observed that the project was “definitely teaching the kids
to work together as a team … because everybody’s adding their little component to their artwork.” The
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teachers also confirmed that students learnt to collaborate through this project. They related this to feeling
“accepted when others are giving you positive feedback” and how “when everyone is working towards
something … it’s an easier way to get involved in something and to start up a conversation.” It also helps the
students to feel that they belong.
The arts organisation executive member affirmed that part of the lead artist’s aim through the project was
“a whole of school intercommunity experience.” This included “risk taking beyond the walls of the school
and creating art out into the community” and taking art created in “this sort of private space” out into “a
public context.” They tried to make sure that in public events, school alumni were involved, which helped
to build connections between the school and the wider community
The secondary teacher affirmed that the lead artist’s presence in the school helped to “build the school
community” but also created “stronger connections with” broader community-based groups such as “the
Museum of Contemporary Art and the Opera House and … Kogarah City Council.” The secondary principal
commented on the benefits of the project and challenges in terms of helping students engage with the
wider community.
I guess it helps our connection to the community and it provides a mechanism for that connection
and, I guess, in turn for the community. … Our students have a lot to offer and then the community is
then actually benefitting from that.
The teachers also commented on the way in which having this unique opportunity gave the school “real
validity … real legitimacy” and “a positive identity within the community” which offset the “stigma that can
be around having to come to a special placement.”
In both project three schools a visible arts culture was created in the school and community through the
profile of arts events and exhibitions. The secondary deputy principal outlined one of the benefits of public
displays for the school.
To be able to raise the profile of the school is definitely a good thing. To have a good reputation.
It helps special-education schools. If you’ve got community support it really does - because it’s
a volatile world, special-education schools. A lot of them just get closed down, get bad press or
whatever, or things change at a government level. To be able to have community success, it gives you
a better reputation. Your autonomy is strengthened a little bit.
He considered that as a community engagement program, this project had been “a pretty good one.” The
secondary school principal believed that “public recognition” was “worth so much for their [students’] selfbelieve and self-esteem.”
The opportunities to exhibit their work was valued by the primary students. One student announced
that, “I want people to see what I created.” One primary teacher also commented that “once you see other
students’ work, even teachers are encouraged to … everyone becomes motivated to showcase their work
and their students’ work in the classrooms.”
The arts organisation executive described how at the secondary school in year one the residency brought
students’ work from “a private space, the art studio, into a public context.” She said that in year one “they
made a whole body of work which was incredibly intimate and detailed which was a giant sort of emotional
map with a series of really beautiful vocal portrait songs and spoken word poems and then that work was
staged and framed, and those young people came to that event and they went through and saw their work in
a public context”.
Parents at the primary school were keen for more information about exhibitions so they could “go down
and have a look.” They thought, “even the kids would be excited to go and look, this is what your school
did.” One of the parents stated that her son had been nominated by his teacher “to submit an entry for the
Junior Archibald.”
The primary principal recalled that there were many and different opportunities for public display that
the school had participated in such as, “ROGAP, the outdoor gallery that’s run by Rockdale Council”,
“creARTivity which was a local initiative that was down at the park” and “a showcase” at the end of 2014. He
remarked,
it’s put our name out there into the wider community and we’ve had some very, very positive
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feedback about that and about the level of talent and the things that our kids are being involved with
and exhibiting so that’s really positive.
The primary teachers added that students had participated in The World’s Biggest Classroom at Hurstville
Westfield in 2015. They thought that exhibiting students’ work helped parents to get the “idea of the
importance of the arts” and to see “how much their students actually enjoy it.”
The secondary school principal reported that in 2014 they “were able to … hold our first ever public
exhibition at Kogarah Library’.
Theme 6: Impact on curriculum, teaching and arts education
Room 13 had a significant impact on arts education and curriculum in Schools 5 (primary) and 6
(secondary). In the Room 13 model a dedicated studio space was established at the outset for the students’
artmaking. This space was coordinated and facilitated by the same lead artist over the three-year period,
which operated in parallel to the arts curriculum as well as occasionally embedded within it. Teachers and
students come into the space to work with the artist and there was an invitation for teachers to use the
processes and ideas in their own teaching and curriculum work. One of the secondary teachers (2014) had
been “trying to find ways to incorporate art into it [History and Geography] and that map I thought was a
really good idea. … get the kids to actually make up the maps … maybe incorporate some of the ideas that are
coming out of the project into the actual lessons.”
The primary principal believed that students were applying what they were experiencing in Room 13
in other discipline areas. He asserted that teachers did not see Room 13 “as an add-on thing” as it was
something that they had “tried to integrate and instill in the school right from the beginning.” He said, “It’s
a whole-school commitment. Everybody is on board and everybody can see the benefits that are going to
come from it and the opportunities, and they’re prepared to embrace it.” However, the teachers in the same
year (2014) commented that they thought it would be better if “the program is linked to what we’re teaching
as well … as opposed to this is just an art workshop that you get to go to once a week.” They added that they
were doing something on “Australian animals” and “if there was some link where you could do textures or …
whatever” it would be “relevant to what they’ve been learning” and “integrated”.
Influences on teaching was demonstrated when the secondary teachers explained that they were keen to
work with the lead artist “to develop art projects that at the same time address [the] syllabus but look at the
Fresh AIR program and the philosophy behind Room 13”. Primary teachers in the second year of the project
reflected that the lead artist had shown them “how to link art with their [students’] own life.” They also
identified that, “the whole idea of being creative and creative thinking just infiltrates every aspect of the
curriculum.” One primary teacher described the project as “bringing literacy, technology and the visual arts
together under one umbrella; so many aspects for learning was being combined and embedded in a positive
way.”
The arts organisation associated with project three stated,
I think what the [primary] principal reflected on was … hitting in digital, digital literacy goals,
significance and … sort of intellectual inquiry, I guess hitting elements of the quality teaching
framework in terms of setting up a particular atmosphere in the room.
In analysing the lead artist’s data, it is his point-of-view that the artwork produced in Room 13 links to the
curriculum because of the process rather than related to specific syllabus content.
… we started off term two … to develop … a scheme of work and that was sort of loosely based around
the city. We … worked to the curriculum framework … but also … I’m planning with an art teacher.
You start to look at what artists you can draw upon for that. … I mean I found that process quite
difficult because I’m not a trained teacher, so the way that it all gets plugged into a scheme of work
was really alien for me and I found it really hard.
Access by the teachers and students to the artists through Room 13 enabled a more expansive view of
arts curriculum and arts education to develop within both schools. Prior to the lead artist’s three-year
residency, students reported that they had done sketching, drawing and painting. They explained,
“sometimes they’d put an image up on the board and we had to copy that to the best that we could and
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see how it turned out.” The secondary students said that previously art was “pretty one dimensional”
because “we would always just do paintings.” They had learnt “more things of our community … different
techniques and skills in art … how to turn … things around you into art,” that “there are different materials
you can use to make things” and felt “it was a real learning experience.” Teachers also affirmed that, “there
are different ways of presenting and working with the visual arts.” One primary teacher commented that, “it
opened her eyes up to something else that she could do with her class.” A secondary teacher said that “it’s
educated students that art can be more than just pen to paper to paintbrush to paper.” The arts organisation
executive reflected, “I think some of those things are distinct to what maybe a standard visual arts program
would offer in a school.” The primary principal (2015) observed that, “it gives kids a creative outlet that
wasn’t there previously.”
Theme 7: Building relationships and reciprocity of practice
Relationships developed in project three were highly significant due to the lead artist being embedded in
the two schools for three consecutive years. This sustained residence enabled all participants to develop
deeper connections and progress arts practice from year to year. Whilst the Room 13 model enabled the
artists and their work to be spotlighted, the room also became a welcoming studio space, where important
project work could be realised and resolved by all student participants.
The long-term development of the teacher-artist relationships led to reciprocity of practice by all
stakeholders. The artists’ expertise was differentiated from the teachers and highly valued by teaching
and executive school staff. One secondary teacher drew a contrast between his having to think about
curriculum outcomes and objectives whereas the artist is “not so much directed by a specific outcome”
and therefore can be “a lot more exploratory.” He noted that the artist would “ask about students’ interests
and try to find out more about their experiences and skills before launching into a specific project.” He saw
value in this as it put the art “in a wider context” so that students could “see how art can be of use to them
as a thinking tool.” The unique skills and input of the lead artist plus his community and school experience
were also valued within each school.
Reciprocity was built between artists, teachers and students in this project. One of the guest artists in the
primary school learnt that it is “much more interesting to find out what the children’s stories are” rather
than getting “the children to help me with my story.” She also discovered that having “a limited background
in the arts” meant the children also had “limited skills” such as “fine motor skills that are necessary for
cutting and things like that.” The whole experience had made her “rethink how and why I do things.” She
had “really learned to listen” as “when anybody is making something that’s not too intensive … you can have
these really interesting deep conversations.” She had “gained a lot of inspiration from them [the students].”
In addition, she had learnt “to adapt really quickly and also to let go of a lot of things” in terms of what had
been planned or could be achieved.
The arts organisation executive reflected that the lead artist had been “responsive and … [found] processes
that engaged the right age group, … the temperament in the room.” The executive also thought that the
music artist had “learnt a lot about improvisational practice and the value of that to those guys.”
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Theme 8: Challenges
Challenges that arose in project three related to school context, logistics, communication, culture clashes,
space and the establishment of Room 13, and access to artists/ to students.
A challenge of the secondary school context was the continuity of working with the students. The lead artist
found at the secondary school that “student attendances fluctuate a lot” which meant that as the artist only
came one day a week, “there are some students that I may not have seen for a month or so.” The deputy
principal stated that he was aware of the artist’s frustration with this. The teacher also noted that “we’ve
got a few big ideas but because of the way things have been going with attendance we’ve not really made too
many plans or commitments because things may not happen.” In response, “we’re just more conscious of
the students that [attend] and just working with them on a smaller scale … to keep things realistic and not
get our hopes up too high.” The lead artist thought that this resulted in a lack of “consistency with students
… from one week to the next” and made it difficult “to keep that point of connection.” The artist found it
easier at the primary school where there was “a lunchtime group that came of their own volition … [and] a
regular fixed class … The lead artist decided to work with “digital media” rather than painting as he did not
“feel like I would achieve anything if I was working through a medium like painting. I don’t think I’d make
much progression across the term.”
Negotiating the logistics of the project provided an intermittent challenge in both project three schools,
particularly in the first year. The primary principal (2014) reported that, “schools are very time-poor places
with so many other things that go on.” A teacher noted that a video project that would have been “totally up
my kids’ alley” could not be done as “time didn’t permit.” The principal explained his role and the logistical
demands on the school.
So, that organisational process upfront was really, really important. Coordinating a time and a space
for the program to be able to run and operate without having impacts upon every other working
environment within the school - we were very, very fortunate with the space that we had available.
It just fitted to a tee. We’ve also had a school facilitator… who has been a fairly instrumental part of
the organisation and preparation in setting up the room, setting up the student advisory council
that we’ve formed as part of that initial model, the negotiations involving the program and the
processes that would be in operation within our school and also the joining of additional artists and
so forth. From a school point of view my responsibility also looks at how we’re going to support its
implementation to ensure that as many people as possible get the experience – both student and
staff. So, coordinating support timetables to ensure that that participation can happen. In some
respect, it has been a very comprehensive role.
The coordinating teacher at the primary school explained their logistical support for Room 13: “I help [the
lead artist] coordinate the groups. I also help with the timetabling and the structure of the classrooms in
the rotation [of using Room 13]. I also let them know of what outcomes they’re doing and the type of media
they’re working with.”
At the secondary school the deputy principal explained that the teacher had been the driving force with it.”
He described the logistics this teacher undertook.
Basically, he’ll collaborate with [the lead artist] and he’ll come to us with the ideas to see what we
think. Usually just looking at from, are the kids going to be – are they going to get into it? … So, it’s
easy when you’ve got someone like [the teacher] who is so – any decision he makes is so clearly
curriculum and kid focused. … So, it’s just really basically – and I guess pragmatic, such as if you need
materials and whatnot, and coordinating the kids.
The secondary principal stressed the communication challenge of his role in “keeping that artist really well
informed over the time.” He said that “there’s often external things that are going on and there’s a fair bit of
upheaval at times.” This meant a focus on “seeing that Room 13 can run well and successfully and fit into the
rest of our program that we do.” He further explained,
It’s overseeing the overall running of the program, touching base with the artist in residence and
our visual arts teacher who are collaborating on the project. Yeah, to see what direction the project’s
going in for the year … what sorts of plans they have in mind for a major work. Then also bits and
pieces with how the mental health needs of our students … and we have new students come in,
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informing [the teacher] and [the artist] of particular students or particular issues that may have an
effect on their art
Another project challenge arose in the nature of a culture clash, or what the lead artist referred to as
“structured” versus “organic” practice to contrast the way the schools work in relation to his own approach.
He said, “it’s completely different to how he [the primary co-ordinating teacher] would work as an artist
and how I would work as an artist.” In more detail, he explains that, “I discussed this idea loosely and then
[he] kind of interfaced it with a curriculum document and said, okay here is a scheme of work … and this is
how we’ll break it down into a teaching … practice.” With respect to the teacher in the secondary school he
explained,
We started off first of all by looking at schemes of work and it was totally alien to me. … I found that
quite hard, but that kind of made me think … sometimes I can be quite spontaneous in this space
and go alright let’s just try this today. I’ve been much more structured around this so we can see
from what’s laid out on the table, we’ve started off by looking at artist’s concept then working out
materials to explore and then working it through towards a final form. That’s been quite good and
sometimes I’m much more organic in that and sometimes the final form might emerge very, very
quickly. That’s been one different way of working.
The generalist primary teachers recognised a culture clash. They said that it was hard for them to allow the
students to “be artistic and take some risks” but they thought “it’s been good because we’ve been able to
see that.” Before, “everything was … completely controlled, structure. Nothing, I didn’t leave anything to
their imagination.” Another teacher added, “I am so rigid. … I’m driven to get results. I don’t like to leave
anything outside of my control, but I think this program has taught me … it’s all right to just leave things.”
They compared the lead artist’s use of “the most weird resources” with their “structured, meticulous
approach.” They said that working with him had “changed our approach to programming and teaching art”
towards the “not necessarily conventional” modes and techniques. In 2015 they continued the same vein,
they had learnt, “how to not structure everything when it comes to arts” and “asking them [students] to
come up with whatever they can.” They had discovered that the students “seem to thrive” when they are
allowed to take risks, and they, the teachers found it “interesting to see what they come up with.”
Another tension was the establishment of the art space, Room 13. Organising a discrete Room 13 art studio
was a key feature of this model of residency, but this proved challenging in schools where space is limited.
The lead artist described the challenges of trying to establish a Room 13 model at the primary school.
Within the first year obviously, the school has been very keen that there’s been some democracy
around that, that they want every class to have participation in that. We haven’t strictly honoured
that model of the student run space but with that said, [even the original conception of Room 13]
took a year until that was possible … They can see what happens in here. I know lots of staff and lots
of students so that trusting relationship has been built up. I think we’re now at the stage, certainly
for next academic year, where we can start to go right, let’s really make the Room 13 committee a
meaningful thing. Hopefully that’s where we’re going to be at soon. But that has been the challenge
this year is to try and balance that.
The primary principal thought that the “techniques and things” the students were learning in Room 13 were
being used in other areas. This is consistent with the lead artists’ conception of Room 13 where “what could
happen in this space maybe inform what happens in other spaces.” The arts organisation conceived that the
project was extending Room 13 as “a whole of school intercommunity experience” in that it fostered “risk
taking beyond the walls of the school and creating art out into the community” through running public
events. For some art forms, such as puppetry large space was required, for full immersion in the artistic
experience.
The lead artist intended to develop the project on the model of Room 13. This was “an art studio in a
school that the students would run and manage themselves.” This would include managing the resources,
“running … the space” and “recruit[ing] relevant artists.” He expected that this would take “quite a while to
embed that culture into a school.” During the first year of the project, he reflected,
It doesn’t just happen straight away. Bearing in mind we’re now at the end of this first year, really this
first year has been about me getting to know the students and developing a body of work. Next year
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we’re looking more about how that autonomy could actually have more meaning.
A further tension for the artist was,
trying to work with what the students bring to the space on a particular day. Sometimes that might
be euphoria, sometimes that might be this sort of energy that’s hard to contain and sometimes
you’re dealing with people that are very, very despondent or removed. You have to try to go, well how
can I work with you now to actually turn this into a positive experience of something that is allowing
you to express that? So, that’s been one thing that has been really … I’ve actually really enjoyed,
particularly when a young person comes in a room and you see that they come in and you see how
despondent they are. Then they find a means of expression and you say well look you’ve actually
given that a solid state now and you can see how that changes them.
At the secondary school the lead artist found that “you might only get that half an hour in term with that one
student and that’s the thing that they can contribute.” He considered that he’d “kind of learnt to recognize
that moment much more and try and really support students to realise the piece of work when they come
in.” In the previous year, “sometimes we didn’t finish things and sometimes we’d lose students and then
you have this unfinished piece of work or something unresolved.” He described how he tried to make the
artwork “more bite size”. The meant,
I set out a set of materials with the aim of finishing a piece of art with that student in that session.
The artists in the secondary context found the focus teacher’s help invaluable. The lead artist described
how there was “a maturing of the process” over the years of the project such that students who had done it
in the previous year were able to articulate for their peers “artistic practice and think of something that can
evolve and develop.”
In terms of communication, expectations and creative demands, the lead artist felt that “the importance
of an arts organisation is that it becomes a balance between managing the expectations of the school and
addressing the school curriculum.” He thought the arts organisation could “push expectations or push
ideas of what the school could expect from this experience” as well as “challenge expectations of what
art is.” The primary principal commented that there was a lot of coordination, which involved “ongoing
communication and the time involved with that.”
The primary principal reflected on the importance of communicating the operational and research
outcomes across the Fresh AIR initiative at the annual research workshops as these provided “the forum of
other people that were involved” and “conversations particularly at the end of last year … about the way in
which their program was operating and … [the artist’s] thoughts and sort of aligning these.” The principal
applied learnings from the research workshops by making some “some changes to its operation model.”
The workshop provided “a good opportunity just to sort of hear and bounce ideas off people and steal some
thoughts that you can take and manipulate yourself.”
Theme 9: Resources and funding
The funding model for project three was designed and managed by the lead arts organisation, which
determined how grant funds were to be expended. Majority of project three funds were expended on artists’
salaries with an additional allocation for the arts materials and project expenses, which aligned to the
contractual arrangements with Create NSW. Create NSW provided the project funds annually as part of the
Fresh AIR residency strand. There was a perception by participants that the funding was adequate for the
implementation of the project and the outcomes generated were achievable within the terms of the funding
agreement.
The lead artist explained the resource provision for Room 13.
It’s kind of … about 70-30 … that I will buy specialist materials in. Then things like, for example,
the generic paper that we use to mount stuff on, that’s school resources and scissors are school
resources and pencils. … The storeroom computer was a school resource. It just had cables wrapped
around it. But things like the gel medium to do the ink transfer and the pens and then the canvasses –
things that have been much more niche art materials – I’ve gone out and bought.
The arts organisation executive noted the impact of a change in school staffing during the first year, was
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that “new relationships” had to be “created.”
The staff support unit have stayed the same but there was a big change in teaching staff … [and]
principal and our liaison person. So [the lead artist] had to spend a bit of time building those
relationships. [The secondary school] has been very consistent, however [the previous principal]
had been seconded to another school and he’s been a real champion of our work.
Theme 10: Sustainability of the Fresh AIR model
In the primary school, there was a strong commitment from the principal and staff to retain and sustain
the Room 13 space and activities. The principal in particular was pursuing ways to maintain the artist on
staff, beyond the end date of the project’s funding. The residency enabled the establishment of Room
13 as designated art space in the school and staff were committed to keeping this as a strong feature of
the school’s teaching program. Staff also commended how important the arts prizes had increased their
funding for the residency and were pursuing other ways of generating funds to continue and sustain the
residency in their school.
The project three secondary school was keen in principle to apply for funding to continue their
relationships with the artists. The principal commended the gains that the three-year project had made in
terms of student learning and also in repositioning the school to retreat from the deficit view of students
with mental health problems. The school was committed to finding ways to continue the artists in
residence due to the many benefits for individuals and the school more broadly.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the findings of this study show that the NSW Fresh AIR initiative in six government schools
clearly addressed the goals of stronger arts learning and outreach for its core participants: students,
teachers and artists.
The three Fresh AIR projects were found to be effective for supporting the development of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

student creativity and imaginative development;
student engagement and wellbeing;
rigour and excellence in students’ arts learning processes and outcomes;
teaching and pedagogy in and beyond the arts curriculum;
arts culture within schools through the embedding of artists in curriculum, teaching and community;
arts events, new connections, partnerships and art projects that promoted the school within the
broader community;

Participants reported learning new arts techniques, pedagogies and processes that enabled a refined
expression of ideas about self, relationship and community. The findings show that participants in the
Fresh AIR Initiative’s three projects confirm:
• sustained residencies provide critical time to plan, implement and develop connections between
students, artists and teachers; and
• the more embedded the artist is within the school context, the stronger the outcomes for all
participants.
Importantly, the findings indicated that the arts organisation participants considered Fresh AIR a valuable
medium for partnering with school communities. When reflecting on the usefulness to the schools of the
projects, the majority agreed on the positive impact of the projects on the artists.
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4. Survey Findings: Impact of Fresh AIR Experiences
This chapter outlines the findings of efforts to ascertain the impact of Fresh AIR across projects 1, 2 and 3.
Artists, students and teachers were surveyed online at the beginning and the end of their participation for
the purposes of this study. Baseline survey data from these surveys were measured for shifts in participant
experience and compared to impact data from the post-surveys showing how the artists- in-schools
residencies unfolded over the three years of the Fresh AIR initiative. The surveys collected demographic
information and information from a range of well established, adapted and newly devised instruments:
student motivation questionnaire, student motivation and engagement scale, school belonging survey,
creativity subscale, assessment subscale, and learning in the arts.
Table 7 below indicates the total number of pre- and post-survey attempts in the first, second and third
years of the three-year cycle of the Fresh AIR research strand.
Table 7. Number of survey attempts
Respondents

2014

2015

2016

Primary

113

0

0

Secondary

114

50

53

Teachers

24

4

1

Artists

5

3

3

Total

256

57

57

Note: n=370

The survey data was screened for errors and for completion. There was a total of 370 attempts to complete
the survey of which all were appropriate for analysis. A total of 5 (1.3%) of the responders identified
themselves as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander, whilst 90% of responders were born in Australia. In
addition to the information in the above Table, there was a reduction in pre-survey counts in 2015 and 2016
as only participants new to the Fresh AIR were invited to complete the survey in these years. Response rates
for the post-survey was lower than expected. The bar graph in Figure 9 compares the gender of responders
in each category: primary students, secondary students, teachers and artists.
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Figure 9. Gender of primary students: female n=65, male n=48; Gender of secondary students: female n=66, male n=37;
Gender of teachers: female n=24, male n=5; Gender of artists: female n=6; male n=4.
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Findings from Student Participant Survey
Four student surveys were specifically developed for this study by the research team (see Appendices I and
II) comprising pre- and post-surveys for both primary and secondary students. The first seven pre-survey
questions asked student respondents key demographic information. The remaining pre-survey questions
(four for primary students and five for secondary students) addressed key areas of creative arts learning
in schools (e.g. the creative art forms they learn, their work with a visiting artist, arts learning outside
of school and learning motivation and creativity on a 5-point Likert scale). All surveys were completed
anonymously online in the schools’ computer rooms following ethical protocols. Students were asked
to respond to what creative arts subjects they studied at school in their current year and in past years.
The survey also solicited if students had worked with a visiting artist. In addition, the survey captured
information about students’ creative arts learning outside of the school curriculum. As can be seen in an
excerpt in Figure 10 below, participants were asked to rate their arts learning on a five-point scale whether
they agreed with each statement. Available responses ranged from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The
final item requested a brief written response from both primary and secondary students and the latter were
also asked to describe their experiences and learning when working with the visiting artist.

Figure 10. Sample questions from the student participant survey. Participants were first asked to rate on a five-point scale
whether they agreed or disagreed with each statement

Preliminary analysis included reliability analysis and descriptive statistics presented in Table 8. For each
item, the mean value was somewhat above the scale midpoint (i.e., > 2.5 on a 5-point scale) indicating the
general endorsement of the scale items. The scores range from 2.90 to 4.34 with higher scores indicating
a higher level of agreement. Cronbach & Shavelson (2004) alphas estimate is an indication of the internal
consistency of the factors examined, whereby an alpha value greater than .70 (Hills, 2008; Lewicki & Hill,
2006) suggests an acceptable internal consistency for the items comprising the examined factor. For the
four groups, reliability estimates were acceptable and varied from .72 to .83 (Mean = .78).
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Table 8. Mean scores for the arts learning and motivation indicators measured (q11) of the secondary and primary
student surveys
Primary

Secondary

Pre Survey

Post Survey

Pre Survey

Post Survey

4.08

3.97

3.73

3.58

3.66

3.55

3.39

3.20

3.74

3.86

3.43

3.16

4.20

4.21

3.71

3.84

4.24

4.34

3.63

3.31

3.61

3.90

3.33

3.46

3.72

3.83

3.39

3.84

3.68

3.41

3.05

2.90

4.09

4.03

3.08

3.08

Mean for all questions

3.86

3.90

3.42

3.38

Reliability

0.79

0.83

0.72

0.76

I like to work with other students.
I learn the most when I work with other
students.
I do my best when I work with other
students.
I like to help other people do well in a
group.
Each week I’m trying less and less at
school.
I am good at the arts.
I demonstrate my creativity by the
artwork or performance I create.
I am more creative when working in
groups.
I find that assessment tasks are
important to my learning in the arts.

Note: Scores range from 2.90 to 4.34, with higher scores indicating a higher level of agreement.

Post-survey thematic analysis was carried out to understand the impact of arts learning on primary and
secondary students. This is displayed in Tables 9 and 10.
Table 9. Primary Student Post-Survey Brief Responses (q6) Thematic Analysis Results

Theme

Fresh AIR enhances
creativity and
imaginative
development

Fresh AIR has an
impact on student
learning

Fresh AIR builds
relationships between
students and artists

Sample Statements from Primary Student

I learned that art is to express yourself in all different ways; I draw more and I am
more creative and imaginative; I’ve learnt to be more creative and have a passion
for arts; We are more creative and we have a lot of fun; I’ve learnt to take my
time; I became better at art and learnt how hard an artist works; two of us wrote
a letter to one of the elders and we learnt how we can become better at arts and
some of us became heaps better
I have learnt to draw better; And create different things that people don’t know;
I can paint new and incredible things; I can draw my self-portrait (5 responses);
Sometimes I change the colours of my artwork; I’ve learnt sculpting, painting,
drawing, flower art; I have learnt how to make poems and I have learnt to not
be embarrassed in front of people; I now write my own poems and songs; I
have learnt more about how to present and write a poem and different parts of
grammar such as alliteration and onomatopoeia
Before the artist came I never had ideas but now I write and make everything in
my head and sometimes I shout it; The artist made us better drawers and better
painters

Note. Sample statements are samples of the total number of statements given by 104 primary participants to the question: “List new
things you do because you have worked with an artist”. Samples have been chosen as representative of all statements belonging to that
theme. Statements have been de-identified to maintain anonymity.
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Table 10. Secondary Student Post-Survey Brief Responses (q6) Thematic Analysis Results

Theme

Fresh AIR enhances creativity and imaginative
development

Fresh AIR has an impact on student learning

Fresh AIR builds relationships between students
and artists

Sample Statements from Secondary Student

I have found new styles and skills that have
enhanced and improved my creative work; My
creative mind as an artist and my interest for art has
grown a lot and so I enjoy Visual Arts classes, unlike
before; I have become more creative
I have realised that I can do both realistic and
mangaka style drawings and it’s been fun; I’ve
learnt more about the different mediums that art
can involve and I’ve also hanged my style of art due
to the influence of the AIR program; Based on the
skills learnt from the artists, I have a broader range
of techniques, skills and ideas for my HSC major
work; I was able to develop more ideas and discover
that portrait drawing is actually one of my strong
points, and I enjoyed doing that after working with
an artist who does a similar practice
I find it very professional to work with an artist; I
have learnt how to work with different people on
different types of artworks and I really enjoyed the
program; Some techniques that seemed difficult
were explained by the artists, which led me to
change my view on these practices; I have enjoyably
discovered new methods of design that pushed me
out of my comfort zone, for example, working 3D
with cardboard was interesting and inspired me to
use every-day materials in my artworks.

Note. Sample statements are samples of the total number of statements given by 103 secondary participants to the question: “Identify
any changes to your arts practice that have occurred because you have worked with an artist”. Samples have been chosen as
representative of all statements belonging to that theme. Statements have been de-identified to maintain anonymity.
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Findings from Teacher Participant Survey
Two teacher surveys were specifically developed for this study by the research team (see Appendices III
and IV) comprising a pre- and post- survey. The first seven pre-survey questions asked teacher respondents
for key demographic information. Question 8 sought a response to the participants’ number of years
teaching experience (see Figure 11). The finding show that 28% have ‘1-5 years’, 10% have 6-10 years’, 62%
have ‘10 years’ or more’, year experience in teaching/working in a school. The remaining thirteen pre-survey
questions addressed school-based arts education in schools (e.g. the creative art Syllabuses offered by the
school, arts assessment and alignment to Fresh AIR and arts leadership in and outside the school). The
survey also solicited if the school had worked with visiting artists previously. All surveys were completed
anonymously online following ethical protocols.

Figure 11. Year of experience in teaching/working in a school
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Table 11 presented the reliability and mean scores for working with artists in teacher post-survey. For each
item, the mean value was somewhat above the scale midpoint (i.e., > 2.5 on a 5-point scale) indicating the
general endorsement of the scale items. The scores range from 3.29 to 4.43 with higher scores indicating a
higher level of agreement. Cronbach & Shavelson (2004) alphas estimate is an indication of the internal
consistency of the factors examined, whereby an alpha value greater than .70 (Hills, 2008; Lewicki & Hill,
2006) suggests an acceptable internal consistency for the items comprising the examined factor. The mean
score for all questions was 3.95 and the reliability estimates .96 was acceptable.
Table 11. Mean scores for the working with artists from teacher post-survey.
Items

Teacher Post Survey

I have learnt new skills and knowledge from the artist(s) in residence.

4.43

I have learnt quite a lot about how an artist works.

3.86

I have enjoyed working with an artist(s) in the school community.

4.71

I observed how the artist(s) added value to the school community.

4.43

I improved my arts or creative pedagogies from the artist(s).

3.86

I observed a change in arts leadership in the school in the past three years.

3.29

I involved the community more in the school’s creative arts program over the
3.29
past three years.
I have not changed my attitudes and feelings about young people learning in the
3.71
arts during Fresh AIR project.
Mean for all questions

3.95

Reliability

0.96
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Post-survey thematic analysis was carried out to understand the impact of Fresh AIR on teachers. This is
displayed in Table 12.
Table 12. Teacher Post-Survey Brief Responses (q7, 8 & 10) Thematic Analysis Results

Theme

Fresh AIR has had an impact on the
school

Fresh AIR has an impact on teachers’
professional practice

Fresh AIR’s greatest impact

Sample Statements from Teachers

Greater work completion rate in classes / higher attendance rates
/ greater elective classes for Visual Arts; Greater promotion of
student artmaking in the school ground, on the school website
and in the community; Greater student engagement in the Arts;
Community involvement in artmaking; Exhibition of student
work.
Professional dialogue; Opportunity for artmaking; Bonding with
faculty members; I have re-engaged with my own artmaking and
enrolled in two courses and finished a large painting which had
been incomplete for several years and entered it in the Wynne
prize; I am greatly inspired to pursue my own artmaking and
demonstrate my own practice to students
Artists were an immediate resource; Attitude and standard of
student work; Students were highly engaged and continued
to develop their repertoire of artmaking in a wider range of
art media (ceramics, installation, mask making, printmaking,
drawing, painting); Overall student confidence in their own
artmaking style

Note. Sample statements are samples of the total number of statements given by 7 teacher participants to the questions: “Describe
school-wide changes/lack of changes”; “Describe changes/lack of changes to classroom practice”; “Identify the greatest impact of
working in the Fresh AIR project”. Samples have been chosen as representative of all statements belonging to that theme. Statements
have been de-identified to maintain anonymity.
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Findings from Artist Participant Survey
Two artists’ surveys were specifically developed for this study by the research team (see Appendices V and
VI) comprising a pre- and post- survey. The first seven pre-survey questions asked artists respondents
for key demographic information. Question 8 sought a response to the participants’ previous work as an
artist-in-residence in schools (see Figure 12). The finding show that 9% artist involved in 1 project, 46%
artist involved in 2-4 projects, and 45% artist involved in 5 or more projects respectively. The remaining
four pre-survey questions addressed creative arts syllabus alignment, how their professional arts practice
aligned to arts education and arts learning in schools. The final question sought information about the
artists’ leadership in the arts community. All surveys were completed anonymously online following
ethical protocols.

Figure 12. How many times worked as an artist in a school
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Table 13 presented the mean scores for the working with artists in schools of artist post-survey. Please
note that there are too few cases (N = 1) to unable reliability analysis. For each item, the mean value was
somewhat above the scale midpoint (i.e., > 2.5 on a 5-point scale) indicating the general endorsement of the
scale items except two items were 2.00. The scores range from 2.00 to 4.00 with higher scores indicating a
higher level of agreement
Table 13. Mean scores for the working with artists from teacher post-survey.
Items

Artist Post Survey

I have learnt new skills and knowledge working as an artist in residence

4.00

I have learnt quite a lot about how an arts curriculum works in schools

5.00

I have enjoyed working with students in the school community

5.00

I have enjoyed working with teachers in the school community

4.00

I observed how the artist(s) added value to the school community

2.00

I improved my arts practice and teaching from the teachers in the school

3.00

I observed a change in arts leadership in the school in the past three years

4.00

Mean for all questions

3.85

Reliability

-

Note: n=1, so there are too few cases (N=1) for reliability analysis.

One artist responded to the question about identifying the greatest impact of working on the Fresh AIR
project with the open ended comment: “Engaging the students, giving them a sense of pride and ownership
with their artworks and their own skills”.
Conclusion
The aim of this study was to investigate arts learning in schools when artists are in residence. Among the
aims of the present study, were to show evidence of the shifts in participant experience and compared to
impact data from the post-surveys showing how the artists- in-school residencies unfolded over the three
years of the Fresh AIR initiative. It also examined the established, adapted and newly devised instruments:
student motivation questionnaire, student motivation and engagement scale, school belonging survey,
creativity subscale, assessment subscale, and learning in the arts.
This chapter has demonstrated the reliability and validity of the instrumentation developed in this study.
Preliminary analyses were used to provide descriptive statistics. The results indicate that data of the scales
are normally distributed. This chapter’s presentation of statistical analyses for the instrumentation has
demonstrated their reliability across pre-surveys and post-surveys of primary and secondary schools. There
was more reliability within the groups and reliability was acceptable. The analyses results demonstrate
the scales are reliable for the population considered in this study. For each item, the mean value was above
the scale midpoint indicating the general endorsement of the scale items. In line the findings of efforts to
ascertain the impact of Fresh AIR across projects 1, 2 and 3.
There was substantial endorsement among the teachers, students and artists surveyed for the Fresh AIR’s
aims and outcomes.
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5. Discussion
When comparing the three projects and their impacts over the three–year period it is important to highlight
the uniqueness of the NSW Fresh AIR initiative at the centre of this study. Rather than track short term,
multiple artist-in-residence projects, Create NSW implemented a sustained long-term approach, where
relationships, partnerships and outcomes had a substantial period of time to develop within school
contexts. The three different residency models, the subject of this study, had varying degrees of impact and
success, where context, curriculum and access became important factors that shaped what was effective
across the initiative. This is discussed in relation to the five research questions.
1. What impact do artists-in-residence programs in schools have on student learning
outcomes?
The NSW Fresh Air projects all made a substantial impact on student learning, most directly in the areas
of student creativity, self- expression and confidence at personal, collaborative and artistic levels. In terms
of depth and breadth of impact on student learning, projects one and three had a substantial impact on
students in terms of participant numbers and exposure to art forms. These two models had artists working
for sustained periods directly with a range of students and teachers, to enable rigour in artistic learning
processes and products to develop over time. The sustained engagement with a range of artists significantly
enhanced student achievements in the arts, through engaging them in a variety of new imaginative
experiences and enabling substantial student mastery of new techniques in the arts (particularly in project
one). Through the residency experiences students were able to develop skills, knowledge and capacities
both in the arts and beyond the arts. There was evidence of skills and knowledge transfer beyond the arts
classes as the projects engendered greater student co-operation, self-awareness, communication skills,
leadership and connection to place. Teachers from each school identified significant shifts in student
engagement, cooperation and learning achievement that was directly affected by this initiative. The many
benefits to students and student learning from sustained artists-in-residence projects include: engagement
of /motivation for at risk and marginalised students, improved school attendance and positive impact on
their wellbeing and this was particularly evident in project three.
Embedded professional artists worked with students in classrooms for sustained periods of time, from
a term (project one), to a year (project two) and to three years (project three). The significant feature
regarding the time period is that the artists were employed for a sustained period that is relevant to each
schools’ project goals. During this sustained connection, the artists provided an authentic, real-world arts
context for the students’ curriculum experience that enabled students to conceptualise and express ideas
beyond their local expectations and to work as artists do. The artists’ presence enhanced the arts culture in
the schools by promoting arts learning through skilled, purposeful and embodied arts learning. The artists
challenged students personally, socially and artistically and invited them to learn and create art in new
ways, through dialogic and creative exchanges.
In the second year of project two, the students effectively recorded their music in a professional studio
and in year three the primary students created and curated a book that was published for distribution to
the school and the public. Projects one and three enabled students to exhibit their artworks in a range
of contexts, enable them to see their work within the context of the professional artists’ work. For the
secondary students involved in the Fresh AIR initiative the artists provided real-world examples of
the professional art scene and the daily work of professional artists, and in project two particularly of
successful professional Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists. For the senior secondary students, this
project revealed new creative processes and aspirational goals as they envisaged the possibility of a career
path for themselves as artists. For many of the students involved in these projects, aspirations to careers as
artists were unusual within their school, cultural and community contexts.
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2. In what ways do artists-in-residence programs in schools develop teachers’ professional
practice and arts pedagogy in classrooms?
The direct and sustained access to artists in this initiative significantly enhanced teachers’ arts practice
and pedagogy through opening up new techniques and arts processes to enhance student learning. The
sustained relationship enabled substantial teacher professional learning (particularly in project one) which
in turn directly enhanced the teaching and artistic repertoire of teachers. When there were opportunities
for the artists to lead, and engage with teachers’ professional learning, the depth of that learning was
substantial. Also, where the artists’ work was directly embedded in curriculum and pedagogy there was
a more substantial impact on participating teachers and their arts teaching practice. Analysis of projects
two and three show that teacher professional learning was most effective when professional learning
events were structured as part of the residency. In project one the after school and weekend professional
learning workshops between artists and teachers had a far-reaching impact on teachers’ practice, and had
an ongoing impact on their pedagogy as the techniques learned continued to influence their future work at
the school, through their programming, teaching, and use of particular techniques in their teaching. When
the artist provided structured professional development workshops with teachers and developed deeper
reciprocity with teachers, this impacted and reinvigorated the specialist teacher’s artistic practice and
expertise as both artists and arts educators (project one). The professional artistic relationship between
artists and teachers in project one re-energised participating teachers to rekindle their own arts practice
and this became visible on some occasions to students and others in the school community. Consequently,
the residency shifted perceptions about who were the artists in the room, as a project one artist in year
three stated:
…teachers are artists …but if the teacher practices in the room with students then that’s a very
similar relationship we have with the students. So, it’s also getting the students to re-think who their
art teachers are, and what knowledge and expertise they have as practicing artists. So, it has been
really nice to watch that happening and seeing the way students respond to that… [one teacher] was
weaving, but just that familiarity of materials and processes. So, I thought that was an interesting
thing. We don’t always have to be, and I don’t like the term expert, because I don’t think of myself
as an expert, I like non-hierarchical ways of learning, and I think we are all artists, and we are all
working together. And I am learning as you’re learning from me – it’s more of an exchange. So, I do
think that artists are essential in classrooms, but I do think that teachers are also artists. As artists
are teachers. That doesn’t mean don’t fund artists in classrooms (Artist, research workshop, year
three).
In the three secondary schools, the provision of time for teachers to share arts practice and learn together
with the artists was key to reinvigorating teachers’ practice both within and outside the classroom.
Therefore, the impact on teacher practice was greater in those projects where the teachers were arts
specialists, due to deeper pedagogical and artistic exchanges.
In the primary schools with generalist teachers (part of projects two and three) the artists’ ongoing
presence and innovative pedagogy in the classroom shifted teachers’ sometimes narrow perceptions of
creativity and arts learning, and revealed new ways of how to respond to student learning. Artists, teaching
and executive staff all highlighted the positive impacts on primary teacher professional learning. However,
there was insufficient evidence to be conclusive about a lasting impact on the majority of primary teachers
in projects two and three. One teacher from the project three primary school described her disappointment
that the residency did not shift teacher practice significantly across the school:
…unfortunately… I don’t understand why more people haven’t embraced it to tell you the truth. I
really don’t. They see – there’s still very much a perception that it’s an extra – it’s a co-curricular
and not a curricular. Therefore, when they’ve been very fortunate to have [the artist] work with
their class, they choose to … as part of the curriculum. It’s like a co-curricular [activity]. It is, but
it’s actually one of the KLAs … that actually should be taught. … Is it necessary that a teacher has
to personally love art for them to want to teach it? Is that what it comes down to? I don’t know. I’m
always puzzled by it. I really am. I struggle with it. … I do think that it’s been a missed opportunity by
some teachers.
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Impact in this area was greater when teachers chose and negotiated the relationship directly with the
artists and therefore had more agency in their professional learning. Generalist primary school teachers’
application of the Fresh AIR opportunity for professional learning was selective, rather than driven by a
shared pedagogical interest. Therefore, an artists-in-residence project in the primary schools had a minimal
impact on the reach of the artists to shift classroom teachers’ arts practice and pedagogy, despite the many
strong indicators of impact on individual student and school-wide outcomes.
3. In what ways do artists-in-residence programs in schools develop artist’s professional
practice in classrooms?
Long-term artists’ engagement in schools in this three-year initiative provided the artists with a broad
experience of working in an educational setting in which they related to a range of audiences with whom
they could develop and showcase their arts practice and artworks. The artists generally appreciated the
opportunities the project provided in relation to engage with students, teachers and school communities.
Artists across the projects emphasised how the sustained residency model provided a range of
opportunities to enrich their teaching experience, develop their teaching style and respond to the students’
imaginative insights to re-invigorate their own conceptual and pedagogical approach to art making.
A significant feature of this sustained initiative was the way it developed reciprocity of arts practice
between artists, students and teachers. This core Fresh AIR relationship between students, teachers and
artists was key to the development of professional practice in each project. Where there were sustained
and structured interactions between these key participants, the impact grew. Artists enjoyed working
alongside the teacher and teachers developed significant personal and professional bonds through their
classroom collaborations and professional learning experiences with the artists. Students observed that
when the teachers and artists worked alongside each other their learning and their arts experiences were
strengthened. When the artists and teachers shared approaches, teaching and pedagogies, the experience
for all in the Fresh AIR relationship was strengthened.
There is evidence that the provision of studio space within the school enhanced the artists’ experience and
professional practice. Most schools designated a space in which the artist could work and this was most
effective in projects two and three.
4. What contribution and effect do artists-in-residence programs have on value adding
to school communities and the arts education of young people and their imaginative
development?
The ongoing presence and work of artists in the Fresh AIR schools over the three years helped to create
and sustain a visible arts culture within the school and their communities, which were low socio-economic
status and culturally diverse. The arts programs and achievements of the artists’ residencies raised the
schools’ profiles within their local and regional context by giving recognition to student artwork and
other opportunities. Parents of the students working with the artists were impressed by the quality of
the artworks and were proud of their children’s achievements. Parents also noted the pride their children
displayed in their arts achievements as a result of the residencies and how important this was to building
their confidence and self-esteem. The artists contributed to the cultural awareness and relationship
building as part of the Fresh AIR initiative thus reinforcing the students’ awareness of, and pride in, their
local contexts as well as their own cultural identities. Project two provided role models of successful
professional Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists. The majority of artists directly referenced the
local context by interrogating place, culture and identity through their artistic engagement with students.
When the artists empowered students through their pedagogy and practice, they did so by finding ways
to make new connections and resonate with students as imaginative and situated learners in their own
contexts and communities.
The arts and cultural events and public exhibitions organized as part of the residencies significantly
influenced the school communities, as well as individual students’ lives. These events enabled students
to engage with communities in new and innovative ways, stimulating a major shift in the third year from a
traditional school/community relationship to alternative engagements. In the final-year, the three projects
reconfigured the student/community relationship to enable more entrepreneurial and local connections.
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Project two’s Black Arts Market stall and project three’s embedded digital treasure hunts in the local
suburb are evidence of this shift. Another shift occurred outside of the schools with the introduction of
these innovative engagements by modifying the dynamic nature of the schools/community relationship.
The broader communities were provided with a framework within which to recognise the artistic work
of students, as the product of students’ creativity was visible and responsive to their local contexts and
geography. Each year of the projects the showcased student learning and provided new ways for whole
school and parental celebration of student creative and imaginative achievement. These occasions were
important for school community building and helped generate a renewed community awareness of the arts
cultures within these schools. The projects provided a platform for students to engage with and experience
their communities in new ways. For the specialist secondary school in project three this was a significant
shift for participating students who had previously experienced isolation and dislocation from their
communities and the residency enabled a safe entry point for students to engage positively at their own
pace in using art as a means of accessing community.
This investigation into the three artists-in-residence models that all featured sustained engagements
of artists in schools enabled students and teachers to significantly develop and express their creativity.
Participants spoke about new ways of seeing and creating art works that the artists brought to the
learning environment. The reciprocity of arts practice that developed over time was key to igniting and
strengthening student’s imaginations and artistic achievements in each year of the initiative. The artists
shifted perceptions and practices by offering exciting new ways for students to learn and express their
artistic skills and to create artworks that stretched their capacities and independence as artists. A number
of secondary students in the projects reported they had new career aspirations to work as artists as a result
of their relationships with the artists in the project.
5. What are the critical factors that impact on the success and replication of the Fresh AIR
model?
The analysis of the corpus of data from this three-year study indicates a range of critical factors that impact
the success and replication of sustained artist in residence models. The Fresh AIR residencies that were
most successful demonstrated the following:
• negotiation by stakeholders at regular intervals of a shared vision, goals, purpose, curriculum, target
groups, implementation and logistics;
• direct, structured and regular access to the artists by students and teachers to build effective
relationships and reciprocity of arts practice;
• embeddedness of the artists-in-residence project in the arts and broader curriculum to ensure
curriculum connections and relevance;
• establishing a core focus on the development of the quality of students’ arts learning and engagement;
• positive stakeholder commitment to strengthening pedagogical and artistic practice through
structured and shared approaches to curriculum and teaching;
• designating spaces and resources for the delivery of the artists’ residency program;
• establishing creative ecologies across the whole school context, where all social and learning systems
within the school ecology supported the web of relations and processes of the residency;
• education system support comprising specialist Creative Arts Advisors providing direct assistance in
brokering relationships, project planning and implementing and mentoring teachers;
• effective leadership to co-ordinate and champion the residencies within the school context;
• direct focus on the empowerment of teachers and the strengthening of their pedagogical practice as
part of the cycle of continuous improvement of arts programming, teaching, engaging with external
agencies and evaluating;
• commitment to raising the stakes of arts education for and with students/schools/ communities, by
developing a vibrant and visible arts culture within the school, drawing in the community into the arts
work of the students and teachers, reimagining the school in its own context;
• exhibitions, events and presentations showcasing student artwork to external audiences and
agencies giving gravitas to students’ active engagement with culture and context; and
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• replication of the Fresh AIR initiative by continuing to engage artists in residence, such as projects
two and three.
These thirteen factors of success provide an evidence-based model of arts pedagogical practice for
replication in a range of schooling contexts.
Key research findings
Key findings from the research of the Fresh AIR sustained artist-in-residence models are outlined below.
Fresh AIR:
• improves the quality of arts education and arts curriculum provision with a creative focus;
• improves the wellbeing of students and their sense of achievement and community connection
through art making in an authentic environment facilitated by a professional artist;
• generates creative and impactful pedagogical relationships between artist and teacher that directly
enhance student engagement and learning outcomes by providing rigorous processes for arts
excellence to flourish;
• develops schools as creative ecologies where there is an active visible arts culture that enables the
development of imagination, agency and community engagement of participants;
• affords high quality, personalized and ongoing professional learning opportunities for teachers that
directly impact the quality of their teaching practice and teacher development; and
• provides artists access to school contexts with a space to share their arts practice and art works to
young people for their immediate advantage and into the future.
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6. Recommendations
The research found that Fresh AIR 2014-2016 in New South Wales was highly regarded by participants and
stakeholders for the quality of the three models, outcomes produced by students, teachers and artists, and
the embedded curriculum design supported by the Department of Education Creative Arts Advisors and
arts organisations. Analysis of the sustained artists-in-residency models identified that its effectiveness is
based on the sustained artist-school relationships and the reciprocity of arts practice in the schools.
The following recommendations suggest several strategies that are relevant to schools, artists, arts
organisations and funding bodies. These strategies involve effective communication between residency
stakeholders, embeddedness in the curriculum and continued application of the sustained Fresh AIR
model. This report recommends the following:
• Disseminate the findings of the research about the effectiveness and impact of sustained Fresh
AIR models in school contexts to advance school-artist/arts organisation relationships through
embedding the artist’s work in the curriculum as well as the school community.
• Incorporate education system and / or arts organization support in future sustained models of artistsin-school residencies to to broker partner relationships, which increase the quality and impact of
projects through consultative implementation and communication.
• Continue and extend the application of sustained Fresh AIR models that emphasise teacher
professional learning in the arts to strengthen and sustain arts pedagogies and creative impacts
across the school curriculum.
• Research sustained artists-in-residency models that shape schools as creative ecologies, responsive
to the challenges of contemporary education.
• Investigate the continuation of Fresh AIR funding for artists’ gainful employment so that quality
and depth of arts learning and community impact can be replicated and sustained in these and other
schools, as models of best practice.
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Appendix A
Sample Participant Information Statement and Consent Form
You are invited to participate in the research project identified above which is being conducted by Dr
Christine Hatton from the School of Education at the University of Newcastle and Associate Professor
Mary Mooney from the University of Western Sydney.
Why is the research being done?
This arts education study will research three artists-in-residence projects in NSW schools over a three-year
period (2014 – 2016) as part of the Create NSW Fresh Air Initiative. This is an Australia Council funded
project administered by Create NSW in partnership with the NSW Department of Education. This project
aims to evaluate the way artist-in-residence projects impact students, teachers and school communities.
The research will explore how these projects affect student learning and the professional practice of both
teachers and artists.
Who can participate in the research?
We will invite all of the students involved in the Fresh Air Strand 1 programs to participate in this study.
What choice do you have?
Your child’s participation in this research is entirely by choice. Only those people who give their informed
consent will be included in the project. Whether or not you give consent for your child to participate, your
decision will not disadvantage your child. If you do decide
to allow your child to participate in the study, you may withdraw their participation from the project at
any time without giving a reason and have the option of withdrawing any data which identifies them. You
are encouraged to discuss the project with your child and to give consent where your child expresses a
willingness to participate. Your child may also withdraw their consent to participate in this study.
What would your child be asked to do?
If you agree to allow your child to participate, students involved in the residencies will be required to
complete one focus group discussion with other students in each year for the three years of the project. This
discussion will be audio recorded and will take place at the school.
Students will be required to complete two surveys during their involvement in the artists in residency
program, once at the beginning and once at the end of their involvement. This survey will be take place at
the school.
Students’ practice during arts activities and events associated with the artist-in-residency project will be
videoed and photographed on occasion. Researchers will take field notes of their observations of students,
teachers and artists during visits to the school. They may also collect evidence of arts processes, teaching
materials and will photograph student work samples relevant to the research at the school.
Students who do not have consent to be part of this study will not have their work samples photographed.
Those students without consent for filming will be able to participate off camera, or can opt out of the arts
activity altogether, with teacher guidance regarding alternative work to be done at that time.
How much time will it take?
Focus group discussions will take approximately 20 - 30 minutes.
What are the risks and benefits of participating?
There are no anticipated risks of participating in this study. It is expected that all participants will benefit
from this opportunity to reflect upon their experiences within each residency and its impact on student
learning, artist and teacher professional practice and the whole school community. This study provides an
occasion for participants to discuss their involvement in the residency and its benefits.
The focus groups will take place in a quiet, private place and the researcher will ensure that confidentiality
is maintained. Although the topics are not likely to cause distress or disagreement, any participants who do
become distressed, will be given the opportunity for audio to be switched off, or to take a break or stop the
activity entirely. The moderator will conduct a debriefing with all participants at the end of the focus group
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sessions and any participants who become distressed during or after the focus group will be seen privately
by the researchers and provided with an opportunity to speak to the researcher or the school counsellor (or
other appropriate person).
Participants of the focus groups will not be given the opportunity to review/confirm their contribution at
the end of the discussion for confidentiality reasons. At the conclusion of the focus groups there will be a
short debrief, where the researcher(s) will clarify the general topics/issues/opinions that were covered,
where the researcher will check that all participants are happy with the verbal summary of the main
features of the discussion and what each participant contributed. Participants will be reminded of the
confidentiality of the group discussions.
How will your privacy be protected?
The results of the study may include identifiable images of participants, where participants may be
captured in photographs and/or video. Master copies of any collected information that may link participant
ID and names will be stored separately to protect the privacy of participants. Your contributions are
confidential so any names and identifiers will be replaced with pseudonyms in the final reporting phase of
the study. Research data will be retained for five years.
How will the information collected be used?
The audio recording of the focus group discussion will be transcribed and analysed. An external agency
will be appointed to undertake the transcriptions of focus groups. Staff at this agency are bound by a strict
confidentiality and non-disclosure agreement, to ensure confidentiality of the data from this study.
Survey, video and photographic data will be analysed and be included in the dissemination of research in
print and online. Findings from the study will be reported in conference papers, book chapters and articles
in academic journals. Participants’ words will be used, however individual participants will not be identified
in any reports arising from the study.
What do you need to do to participate?
Please read this Information Statement and be sure you understand its contents before you consent to
participate. If there is anything you do not understand, or you have questions, contact the researcher.
If you would like to participate, please complete the consent form and return it to Dr Hatton, via the locked
school collection box. Once consent forms have been received, Dr Hatton or Associate Professor Mooney
will then contact you to arrange a time convenient to you for the interview(s).
Further information
If you would like further information please contact Dr Christine Hatton, the lead Chief Investigator of this
study.
Consent Form
I have discussed this research project with my child.
I agree to allow my child to participate in the above research project and give my consent freely.
I understand that the project will be conducted as described in the Information Statement, a copy of which
I have retained.
I understand I can withdraw consent for my child/my child can withdraw consent from the project at any
time and do not have to give any reason for withdrawing.
I consent to my child participating in the required surveys, focus group discussions and arts learning
activities which will be recorded and photographed.
I consent to the publication of images of making/performing art arising from the study to be used for the
purposes of reporting this research.
I consent to the collection of arts artefacts and student work samples arising from the study to be used for
the purposes of this research.
I understand that our personal information will remain confidential to the researcher.
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I have had the opportunity to have questions answered to my satisfaction.
School:				

Year & Class:			

Signature:			

Date:			

Signature:			

Date:			
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Student name:				

Parent/guardian name:			
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Appendix B
Student Focus Group Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

How did you come to be involved in the project? (if new)
What kinds of arts experiences did you have in school before this project? (If new)
How has your participation with the artist this year been different to what you have done before?
What kinds of arts activities have you been doing/making with the artist this year and how did the
artist/s help you? Can you tell me how you made it? What was important for it to be good?
Did you like what you created? Why/why not?
How did you feel when you were making or showing your artwork?
What did your parents or family think of what you made or did whilst working with the artist? Did you
show your work or discuss it with them?
What did the artist do to help you create your artwork?
What did the teacher do to help you create your artwork?
Has your experience with the artist help you imagine new things? What kinds of things?
Has working with the artists been important to you? Why/how?
What have you learnt this year?
Have you learned anything that might help you in other things at school or home or social life?
What advice would you give other students who might be involved with an artist in residence
program?
What advice would you give teachers who work with an artist-in-residence program?
What advice would you give the artists who come into the school to work on an artists-in-residence
program?
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Appendix C
Teacher Focus Group Questions:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
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(If new teacher) Context: What do you teach in the school? What are your roles and responsibilities
in the school? How long have you taught at this school? How long have you been a teacher? Are you an
artist? If so, describe this practice? Have you been involved in an artist in residency project before? If
so, describe your involvement, the process and the outcome.
Can you describe your own approach to the arts in your teaching and pedagogy (if new teacher)/Can
you describe any changes to your approach to arts teaching?
What role do you play in the residency? Who plans? Who implements? Who supplies the resources?
Has this changed since last year? If so, how?
In what ways has the artist in residence program developed your professional practice this year?
In what ways has the artist in residence program developed/changed your arts and creative pedagogy
– planning and delivery of art(s) in your classroom; understanding of arts processes; or arts
assessment practices this year?
Can you think of specific instances or examples from this year where the artist in residence has
directly enhanced or impacted the quality of student work? If so in what areas? Can you share some of
these with us?
In what ways has the artist in residence program facilitated an openness towards creativity this year?
In what ways has the artist in residence program facilitated the development of arts skills and
understanding this year?
In what ways has the artist in residence program facilitated cooperativeness –within the arts
classroom, between school and the arts industry, between school and community?
In what ways has the artist in residence program improved students’ learning outcomes in terms
of arts assessment, student wellbeing, belonging to the school community this year/over the three
years?
What contribution does the artist in residence program have on value adding to your school/broader
community this year/over the three years?
What contribution does the artist in residence program have on the arts education of young people
and their imaginative development this year/over the three years?
What are the key successes of the program this year/over the three years?
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Appendix D
Parent Focus Group Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In what class is your child as part of the Fresh AiR program? How long have you been associated with
this school? If so, describe this practice? Has your child been involved in an artist in residency project
before at this school or another school? If so, describe their involvement and outcomes.
Are you an arts practitioner? If so, which art? Do you regularly attend arts events e.g. art galleries,
theatre, festivals, circuses?
What changes if any do you see in your child as a result of participating in the school’s artist in
residency project? (attitude to school, behaviour at school or at home, focus on other school work,
belonging to the school community)
What contribution and effect do artists in residence programs have in adding value adding to the
school/broader community?
What contribution and effect do artists in residence programs have on your child’s imaginative
development, creative problem solving and wellbeing?
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Appendix E
Artist Interview Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

How did you come to be involved in the project? What other artists are involved?
How would you describe the school context for this arts residency?
What have been some of the challenges that have arisen for you in this residency?
Can you describe the different arts choices and processes you have developed and used during this
residency to promote arts learning? Has your approach or design of the arts processes changed over
time during the residency? If so, how and why?
How has your own arts practice developed during this residency, has it been productive for you? How?
Where have you drawn your artistic inspiration from in terms of your own work and the work you
have done with students and teachers during this residency?
What are the links between your own arts practice and the work that you have done with students and
teachers during this residency? Have they informed each other? How?
Can you describe the student’s arts learning processes undertaken with you during the residency?
What key student learning outcomes have been achieved during the residency?
Thinking back to the way the work has unfolded this year, what aspects or steps have been critical to
the students’ imaginative development during this residency?
What in your view is the value and impact of the residency on you, the students and the teachers in
this school?
Can you describe the way artists and teachers have worked together during the residency? What
particular processes, connections and insights have developed over time and how have these
supported student learning?
What have you learned from each other during this residency? What do you think the teachers have
learned?
In your view how has this residency impacted and added value to the school community/local
community? How do you know?
What are the key factors for success of sustained artists in residency programs and what advice would
you give for future artists in residency projects like this?
If you work for an arts agency, how have they supported or received the work you have completed
during this residency? How have they reacted to the partnership that has developed at this site?
What changes have you noticed in regards:
a. Your knowledge of arts learning, arts curriculum, classroom activity
b. Student to teacher interaction
c. Expectations of your own arts practice and arts in the curriculum
d. Adjusting to individual characteristics of schools – their differences and commonalities
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Appendix F
School Executive Interview Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What responsibility do you have in the artist in resident program?
Or, Have your responsibilities changed in the artist in resident program since last year?
In what ways has the artist in residence program developed teachers’ professional practice this year/
over the three years?
In what ways has the artist in residence program facilitated openness towards creativity this year/over
the three years?
In what ways has the artist in residence program facilitated cooperativeness –within the arts
classroom, between school and the arts industry, between school and community?
What contribution does the artist in residence program have on value adding to your school
community this year/over the three years?
What contribution does the artist in residence program have on the arts education of young people
and their imaginative development this year/over the three years?
What are the key school-wide successes of the program this year/over the three years?
What are your organisational demands of the artist in resident program this year?
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Appendix G
Creative Arts Advisor Interview Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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What responsibility do you have in the artist in resident program – artists, schools, Arts NSW,
Australia Council, Universities, other?
In what ways has the artist in residence program developed teachers’ professional practice?
In what ways has the artist in residence program facilitated an alignment with arts curriculum?
What contribution does the artist in residence program have on value adding to the school
community?
What contribution does the artist in residence program have on the arts education of young people?
What are the key sector-wide successes of the program?
What are the key comparisons of the three residencies?
What are your organisational demands of the artist in resident program?
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Appendix H
Student Pre-Survey:
1.
2.
3.

What is your name?
What is the name of your school?
What is your gender?
Female
Male

4.

What is your age?
Primary:
5-8 years
9-13 years
Secondary:
13-16 years
17-18 years

5.

In what country were you born?
Australia
Other (please specify)

6.

Are you of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander origin or descent?
Yes
No

7.

What language do you mainly speak at home?
English
Arabic
Farsi
Chinese
Korean
Vietnamese
Some other language

8.

I learn creative arts at school
2 parts: This Year; In past years
Dance
Drama
Music
Visual Arts
No I do not learn creative arts in the classroom
Other (please specify)

9.

I have worked with a visiting artist at the school
No
Yes, in dance
Yes, in drama or theatre
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Yes, in music
Yes, in visual arts such as painting, sculpture
Other (please specify)
10.

I learn, or have learnt in the past, creative arts outside of school that haven’t been organised by the
school
No
Yes, in dance
Yes, in drama or theatre
Yes, in learning a musical instrument
Yes, in visual arts such as painting, drawing, sculpture
Other (please specify)

11.

Evaluate the following statements
5 point Likert scale: SD, D, ND nor A, A, SA
I like to work with other students.
I learn the most when I work with other students.
I do my best when I work with other students.
I like to help other people do well in a group.
Each week I’m trying less and less at school.
I am good at the arts.
I demonstrate my creativity by the artwork or performance I create.
I am more creative when working in groups.
I find that assessment tasks are important to my learning in the arts
Additional questions for secondary students:
It is helpful to put together everyone’s ideas when working on a project.
I feel most successful when my friends and I help each other figure things out.
I don’t really care about school anymore.
I do not get involved in things like class activities and class discussion at school.
I’ve given up being interested in school.
I get good marks and feedback in creative arts classes.
I was born a creative person.
I prefer developing skills in the arts than being creative.
I should be given room to answer assessment tasks in different ways even if the teacher does not
totally agree with me.
I should be given marks to non-standard responses in assessment tasks.
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Appendix I
Student Post-Survey:
1.
2.
3.

What is your name?
What is the name of your school?
What is your gender?
Female
Male

4.

What is your age?
Primary
5-8 years
9-13 years
Secondary:
13-16 years
17-18 years

5.

Evaluate the following statements about working with an artist.
5point Likert scale: SD, D, ND nor A, A, SA
I have learnt quite a lot about the arts from the artist.
I have learnt quite a lot about how an artist works.
I have enjoyed working with an artist.
I enjoy doing the creative arts in the classroom.
I don’t enjoy doing creative arts.
Primary: List any new things you do because you have worked with an artist.
Secondary: Identify any changes to your arts practice that have occurred because you have worked
with an artist.
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Appendix J
Teacher Pre-Survey:
1.
2.
3.

What is your name?
What is the name of your school?
What is your gender?
Female
Male

4.

What is your age?
22-35 years
36-50 years

5.

51-65 years
In what country were you born?
Australia
Other

6.

Are you of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander origin or descent?
Yes
No

7.

What language do you mainly speak at home?
English
Arabic
Farsi
Chinese
Korean
Vietnamese
Other

8.

How many years have you been teaching/working in a school?
1-5 years
6-10 years
10 years or more

9.
10.

What is your role in the Fresh AIR (artist in residence) project?
This school timetables the following creative arts subjects/lessons:
Two parts: This year; Past years
Dance
Drama
Music
Visual Arts
Other (please specify)

11.

Our school offers the following creative arts syllabus(es):
NSW Creative Arts K-6 Syllabus
Dance Years 7-10 Syllabus
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Drama Years 7-10 Syllabus
Music Years 7-10 Syllabus
Photographic and Digital Media Years 7-10 Syllabus
Visual Arts Years 7-10 Syllabus
Visual Design Years 7-10 Syllabus
Dance Stage 6 Syllabus
Drama Stage 6 Syllabus
Music 1 Stage 6 Syllabus
Music 2 and Music Extension Stage 6 Syllabuses
Visual Arts Stage 6 Syllabus
Other
12.
13.

How does the Fresh AIR (artist in residency) project align to the implementation of the creative arts
syllabus(es)?
How does your school assess creative arts outcomes and report this to students at each stage of
learning?
For Dance?
For Drama?
For Music?
For Visual Arts?

14.
15.

For extra-curricula creative arts? eg, musical instrument
In what ways will the artist in residency learning by students be incorporated into the assessment of
their creative arts learning?
What arts leadership roles are there in your school?
Other role (please specify)
Creative Arts Coordinator eg, Stage Coordinator
Creative Arts Head Teacher
Creative Arts liaison with a community group/event
Other

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Describe arts leadership in your school
List the arts leadership positions that staff hold outside of the school, if any eg, professional
association, community group, curriculum development.
Describe your school’s connection to the arts community and (local) artists, if relevant.
Describe your school’s connections to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander arts communities, if
relevant.
Has your school been involved in an arts residency program in the past 5 years? If so, describe the arts
discipline, the artist(s), the students involved and the outcomes.
Describe what you’ve experienced and learnt during the period of the current artist in residence.
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Appendix K
Teacher Post-Survey:
1.
2.
3.

What is your name?
What is the name of your school?
What is your gender?
Female
Male

4.

What is your age?
22-35 years
36-50 years

5.
6.

51-65 years
Describe what you’ve experienced and learnt during the period of the current artist in residence.
Evaluate the following statements about working with artists.
5 point Likert scale: SD, D, ND nor A, A, SA
I have learnt new skills and knowledge from the artist(s) in residence. I have learnt quite a lot about
how an artist works.
I have enjoyed working with an artist(s) in the school community.
I observed how the artist(s) added value to the school community.
I improved my arts or creative pedagogies from the artist(s).
I observed a change in arts leadership in the school in the past three years.
I involved the community more in the school’s creative arts program over the past three years.
I have not changed my attitudes and feelings about young people learning in the arts during Fresh
AIR project.
Identify any changes to your arts practice that have occurred because you have worked with an artist.

7.
8.
9.
10.
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Describe any school-wide changes/lack of changes arising from the Fresh AIR project.
Describe any changes/lack of changes to classroom practice arising from the * Fresh AIR project.
Describe any improvements/lack of improvements to your professional practice arising from the
Fresh AIR project.
Identify the greatest impact of working in the Fresh AIR project.
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Appendix L
Artist Pre-Survey:
1.
2.
3.

What is your name?
What is the name of the school(s) you are working in for Fresh AIR?
What is your gender?
Female
Male

4.

What is your age?
18-25 years
25-35 years
36-50 years
51-65 years

5.

In what country were you born?
Australia
Other

6.

Are you of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander origin or descent?
Yes
No

7.

What language do you mainly speak at home?
English
Arabic
Farsi
Chinese
Korean
Vietnamese
Other

8.

How many times have you worked as an artist in a school?
1 project (this Fresh AIR project)
2-4 projects
5 or more projects

9.

Other
To which creative arts syllabus(es) is your artist-in-residence work aligned?
5 point Likert scale: SD, D, ND nor A, A, SA
School-based arts education
Other Creative Arts course (please specify)
NSW Creative Arts K-6 Syllabus
Dance Years 7-10 Syllabus
Drama Years 7-10 Syllabus
Music Years 7-10 Syllabus
Photographic and Digital Media Years 7-10 Syllabus
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Visual Arts Years 7-10 Syllabus
Visual Design Years 7-10 Syllabus
Dance Stage 6 Syllabus
Drama Stage 6 Syllabus
Music 1 Stage 6 Syllabus
Music 2 and Music Extension Stage 6 Syllabuses
Visual Arts Stage 6 Syllabus
Other (specify below)
10.
11.
12.
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Describe how does your professional arts practice in the Fresh AIR project relate to arts education?
Describe your arts practice in relation arts learning in schools.
Describe your leadership roles in the arts community.
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Appendix M
Artist Post-Survey:
1.
2.
3.

What is your name?
What is the name of the school(s) you are working in for Fresh AIR?
What is your gender?
Female
Male

4.
5.
6.
7.

School-based arts education
How does your professional arts practice in the Fresh AIR project relate to arts education?
Describe your arts practice in relation arts learning in schools.
Working as an artist in schools
Evaluate the following statements about working as an artist in schools.
5 point Likert scale: SD, D, ND nor A, A, SA
I have learnt new skills and knowledge working as an artist in residence.
I have learnt quite a lot about how an arts curriculum works in schools.
I have enjoyed working with students in the school community.
I have enjoyed working with teachers in the school community.
I observed how the artist(s) added value to the school community.
I improved my arts practice and teaching from the teachers in the school.
I observed a change in arts leadership in the school in the past three years.
I involved the community more in the school’s creative arts program over the past three years.
I have not changed my attitudes and feelings about young people learning in the arts during Fresh
AIR project.

8.
9.
10.

Describe any school wide changes/lack of changes arising from the Fresh AIR project.
Describe any improvements/lack of improvements to your professional practice arising from the
Fresh AIR project.
Identify the greatest impact of working in the Fresh AIR project.
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